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College Supports Druo ~ Law 
by Susan Sprau '68 use, and distribution of marijuana 
illegaL 
''We are against possession, dis- In response to questions raised 
tribution, and use of illegal drugs. at the March Senate meeting, Miss 
In other words, we are on the Adams indicated that the state-
side of the law," Miss Ruth M. ment covered off-campus as well 
Adams, College president, told as on-campus student activities. 
News in an interview last week Although the statement does not 
when asked for a clarification of specifically include faculty or 
her March 21 Senate pronounce- other members of the College com-
ment on drugs. munity, Miss Adams agreed that 
Miss Adams explained that the the moral turpitude clause in the 
chairman ot the Board of Trustees Articles of Government could be 
approved the statement explicitly interpreted as a similar statement 
forbidding the possession, use, and covering faculty use of illegal 
distribution of illegal drugs for drugs. 
publication in the 1967-68 Grey Fair Treatment 
Book. Violation of the statement She readily admitted the exist-
will provide grounds for a stu- ence of many difficulties which 
dent's dismissal from the College. make a statement on drugs nearly 
Drug Use Minimal impossible to enforce. She empha-
She stressed that the College did sized that all students accused of 
not make the statement "because using illegal drugs would receive 
a drug problem exists at Welles- fair jutlicial treatment, and that 
ley." She considers that "the in- no student would be considered a 
cidence (of drug use) at Wellesley violator without "proof or admis-
is very minimal." sion." She added that the College 
"Marijuana, LSD, and heroin" must always report violators of 
were listed by Miss Adams as ex- U.S. laws to the local police, who 
amples of the illegal drugs covered will in turn report them to the 
by the College statement. When FBI. 
'87 and the Art• happened at Jewett last weekend. Laura Grosch 
othera. 
questioned about the U.S. law's in- Finally, Miss Adams emphasized 
clusion of marijuana with LSD, that the phrase "grounds for dis-
heroin, and other narcotics, she missal" should not be equated with 
said that personal observations of "automatic dimissal" from the Col-
drug users had convinced her of lege regarless of qualifying cir-
pot's deletorious effects. She staterl cumstances. "All disciplinary pro-
participated by painting herielf and that she is against changing the blems rnust always be treated as 
photo hy Dian<' Edwards ·10 U.S. laws which make po_sse_ss_io_n_,_in_d_i_v_id_u_aI_c_a_s_e_s_,"_sh_e_sa_i_d_. __ _ 
-------------------------------------
Student Group Sells Viet Nam Literature; 
Administrators Insist They Move Indoors 
by Anne Martin, Susan Sprau, and location if the El Table is re-
Tracy Thompson, all '68 modeled this summer. 
Wednesday, April 26-a warm, 
sunny spring day. Members of the 
Viet Nam Study Group manned a 
card table in front of Green Hall, 
selling a variety of literature on 
the Viet Nam war. Business was 
proceeding as normal when the ad-
ministrative vice president appear-
ed on the scene, intent on purch-
asing Tree Day tickets. One catch 
-Tree Day tickets were not be-
ing sold. The students were quickly 
asked to pack up their books and 
withdraw to the El Table. 
The group was selling the litera-
ture (both pro-and anti-war) on 
a non-profit basis, aiming to make 
educational materials concerning 
U.S. involvement in Viet Nam 
readily availl,lble to the College 
community. After a spot-check of 
walking patterns about the cam-
pus, they had decided that their 
table would catch the eye of more 
students and faculty if it were 
placed in the Academic Quad, 
where the Tree Day ticket table 
had stood, rather than inside a 
building. They therefore set up 
their display, but without first ob-
taining administrative permission 
Written Response 
This brief interlude occasioned 
a volley of correspondence between 
the group members and the admini-
stration. Several College officials 
were displeased with such public 
display of the table and its con-
tents, and asked that it be moved 
to Billings. The Group replied that 
such an out-of-the-way location 
was tantamount to bankruptcy. At 
last, a temporary sales location 
!n the El Table was agreed upon. 
Then on May 1 the College is-
sued a statement of policy con-
cerning the location of the Viet 
Nam table, as well as similar edu-
cational tables in the future. (See 
letter p. 2). Citing the aesthetic 
dignity of the campus and the 
threat of outside commercial sales 
proliferating on campus as reasons 
behind their reaction to the table's 
original position, they designated 
both Billings and the ground floor 
lobby of Founders as official table 
sites, and hinted at a better future 
Rights Violated 
The Viet Nam Study Group has 
responded to this statement, ques-
tioning the logic of the aesthetics 
argument, drawing a line between 
student and outside commercial 
interests, and redefining the issue 
as one of free speech. 
In a letter to members of the 
administration they stated, "Any 
attempt on the part of the admini-
stration to restrict the dissemina-
tion of educational material on this 
campus is a violation of the right 
to free speech and is a grave dis-
service to the Wellesley academic 
community." The issue, they con-
tend, revolves around the purpose 
of an education, which they feel 
to be "discussion and questioning, 
not 'dignity.'" 
Alternate Plan 
The group has advanced a four-
point plan designed to encourage 
and facilitate further student ven-
tures along the lines of their table. 
They have proposed that: "1. a 
ten foot table be made available 
to student organizations who will 
sign up in advance for the use of 
the table. This table can be used 
to sell or distribute educational 
material and to publicize any edu-
cational events. This table can be 
placed anywhere on campus where 
it does not constitute a dangerous 
obstruction or interfere with clas-
ses; 2. if student organizations plan 
to use this table to make a profit 
they must o b t a i n permission 
through SOFC; 3. if student or-
ganizations plan to use this table 
for non-profit purposes they need 
only sign up for the table at the 
designated place; 4. any change 
in the regulations concerning this 
table or any disputes should be 
handled through college govern-
ment." 
Official response to these pro-
posals, and to a petition circulated 
by the Group requesting that a 
special meeting of Senate be cal-
led to consider the situation has yet 
to be made public. However, this 
morning, members of the Viet Nam 
Study group were to meet with 
the administration in the hopes of 
resolving the issue. 
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Departing Faculty ~!embers Express Concern; 
Question Professionalis1n, Research, Flexibilit)· 
by S11sa11 Foster, Wc•ndy Momum, 
Tracy T/10111p.w111. •111d Wendy Wyse, 
all '68 
"Wellesley is not an intellectually 
exciting place," one professor said 
recently when asked by News why 
he was leaving Wellesley next year. 
Like the other seven faculty mem-
bers News interviewed, he voiced 
his deep concern about the position 
of the faculty member of Wellesley 
in the areas of research, and pro-
fessionalism, flexibility in changing 
a department's courses, and rigi-
dity in hiring and firing pocedures. 
News interviewed eight profes-
sors not returning to Wellesley 
next year, including Leo Bersani, 
associate professor of French; 
Thomas R. Blackburn, assistant 
professor of chemistry; John A. 
Coleman, assistant professor of 
Spanish; Anthony A. D'Amato, in-
structor in political science; Daniel 
Horowitz, instructor in history; 
Mrs. Rosalind E. Krauss, instructor 
in art and acting director of the 
museum; Miss Adele Spitzer, as-
sistant professor of philosophy; 
and Michael D. Zeiler, assistant 
professor of psychology. 
Over half of the professors in-
terviewed were concerned with the 
lack of professionalism among their 
fellow faculty members. Few pro-
fessors are deeply involved in re-
search, they charged, nor are they 
interested in discussing topics -of 
current dispute within their fields 
in such meetings, elsewhere com-
mon, as faculty seminars. 
Publish and Perish 
!<~acuity must now restrict them-
selves exclusively to teaching at 
Wellesley, due to the recent no-
tice circulated to all faculty by 
department chairmen; it pro-
hibits moonlighting. While possibly 
harmful to the quality of teaching, 
moonlighting in areas of research 
can be beneficial to the students 
as well as the faculty, some felt. raises in salary or positions pro-
As one professor put it, "Students viding for much greater individual 
here arc being cheated by being -rreedom for research in the com-
taught out-of-date material. Pub- ing year. 
lishing forces you to keep up-to-
date. The excitement of research 
would carry over to the classroom 
and not detract from the quality 
of teaching." 
However, though students may 
benefit, publishing does not seem 
to be a significant factor to de-
partments in awarding tenure, ac-
cording to some. As one speculated, 
the rule of thumb seems to be 
"publish and perish!" 
Cun•t Not Conform 
One interviewed expressed con-
cern with the selection criteria for 
employment. He said that, given 
two persons of approximately equal 
intellectual capabilities, a depart-
ment at Wellesley would favor 
hiring a faculty member showing 
"mechanical reliability" rather 
than creativity. "There is no ac-
ceptance of peculiarity," he con-
tinued. Another charged that a 
prospective teacher is often judged 
on "general decorum, suitabHity 
and moral uprightness" more than 
his teachin~ ability, advanced de-
grees or interest in research. 
Selection standards for hiring 
faculty were not considered the 
only problem by those interviewed. 
The American Association of 
University Professors (AAUPl 
recently gave Wellesley a B-
rating for the Instructor-Assistant 
Professor category. Wellesley's rat-
ing, tops just six years ago, is fal-
ling as indicated by the minus 
sign. 
This means that though the real 
value of the salaries has not drop-
ped, they can no longer compete 
with higher salaries offered by 
other institutions. Furthermore, 
most of those interviewed are look-
ing forward to either substantial 
Tenure 
Almost all those interviewed 
dealt at length with the problem 
of awarding tenure. Defined in 
Book I of Wellesley's Articles of 
Government, tenure means "rea-
sonable expectation o! perman-
ency," acquired by ''reappointment 
to any professional rank" after at 
least six years as assistant pro-
fessor or three years a professor 
or associate professor. Tenure ls 
often hailed as one of the mani-
festations of academic freedom in 
that it is difficult to fire professors 
who have gained tenure except on 
grounds of moral turpitude. 
However, 5everal of the profes-
sors saw many problems in the 
tenure system. Tenure was criti-
cized as a "capricious" promotion 
system using arbitrary criteria and 
selection methods with too much 
departmental autonomy. Several 
interviewed seemed to feel that 
advancement is based more on per-
sonal attributes, "committee work 
and good fellowship" as one put 
it, than either teaching ability or 
scholarly achievement. Inrleed, 
what is outlined in the Artide.'! 
o( Government as an exceptional 
case of grounds for promotion, 
"service rendered within the col-
lege community by an individual 
. . . called upon to devote a con-
siderably proportion of time to ad-
ministrative work," they charged 
is at least as important as their re-
Cc111i1111ed on page twelve 
Twelfth Night 
Shakespeare Society 
Friday, May 5 at 8 p.m. 
Sat., May 6 at 3 p.m.; 8 p.m. 
Free Admission 
Page Two WELLESLEY NEWS May 4, 1967 
Wellesley's Brain Drain The Reader Writes 
Once again, Spring brings a stream of fresh 
faculty departures. Annual turnover is neither un-
usual, nor of itself an evil. However, many of the 
departing faculty that News interviewed expressed 
a sense of disaffection from this institution-from 
its habits of mind, manner, and method. This sense 
of alienation is, if not unusual, cause for alarm. 
Faculty departure for greener academic fields 
is a symptom of alienation. However, the causes, 
not the fact, of alienation demand examination. 
Viewing the causes suggested by the faculty con-
cerned, we see a spectre of stagnation and decline 
threatening Wellesley. 
The most pointed faculty criticism labels Wel-
lesley as "not an intellectually exciting, growing 
place," a criticism perhaps widespread. Why 
so? Contributory factors cited are administrative 
de-emphasis of research, the lack of faculty profes-
sionalism, hiring .and firing policies, obstacles to 
introducing new courses and programs, and a gen-
eral imperviousness to change (see Interviews, p. 
I) . Obviously, we can prescribe no easy remedy 
to these ills. Thoughtful diagnosis must come first. 
RESEARCH VIRTUE OR VICE? 
First, de-emphasis of research. It has been said 
that Wellesley is above all, an institution designed 
to foster excellence in teaching. No matter if a 
faculty member does not publish: if he can teach, 
he need not perish. However, the dichotomy drawn 
at Wellesley between teaching and research is 
somewhat unrealistic. While there may be some 
exceptions to the rule, it generally holds that those 
faculty engaged in research, in extending the fron-
tiers of knowledge, will prove the most exciting 
teachers. Their active involvement in their fields 
imparts a sense of immediacy to their teaching. 
Research seems to be de-emphasized here, in 
form (it is not mentioned in faculty contracts) 
and in fact (leaves and sabbaticals are granted 
only with reluctance.) Some faculty, unable to gain 
leaves to complete research, have left Wellesley 
to find this opportunity elsewhere. This policy 
must be re-examined. 
HIRING AND FIRING 
Second, hiring and firing policies. In this case, 
responsibility lies in the department appointment 
committees, composed of tenured members of the 
faculty. Policy varies according to thP. ~.articular 
department and to the incli~. ~;..,,JS of those em-
powered to select i,., these departments. It is these 
committees, however, that possess, in fact, ulti-
mate power in determining the quality of our 
faculty. While their decisions are reviewed by the 
Appointments Committee, they seldom change. 
Excellence, in intellectual abilities and capabili-
ties, should be the major criterion for hiring. pro 
moting and firing a professor. However, other fac-
tors may intrude. The selectors may seek to per-
petuate values and interests they themselves prize. 
As a result, eccentricity (certainly no reprehens-
ible quality) may, as has been charged, be ex-
cluded. If diversity and individuality arc not re-
warded though, we risk being saddled with a fac-
ulty dull by virtue of its homogeneity. 
Jn this situation, the intention of tenure back-
fires- it dampens, not safeguards, academic free-
dom. For example, it has been charged that a non-
tenured instructor seeking a permanent position at 
WeUesley will hesitate to speak to freely in Aca-
demic Council, if speaking his mind involves a 
threat to values held by the selectors in his de-
partmen t. Such "injudicious" talk might ultimately Table policy Set 
result in a denial of tenure for him later on. 
What can be done in this area? Criteria for sel- 'i'o nil Student Organizations: 
· f 1 h Id b :al d I W 11 1 The Viet Nam Study Group deserves credit for bringing to the at· 
ectmg acu ty s ou e reev uate - s e es ey tention of college officers the fact that no provisions have been made 
favoring cogs over creative innovators? Wellesley so that recognized student groups on the campus may display and sell 
might also consider implementing, on an experi- literature relating to their educational interests during tlle academic 
mental basis, a board of appeals as other colleges year. Since talking to concerned students during the week, various of· 
have been doing. ficers have met to conslder the problem and to seek a solution for it. 
OBSTACLES TO CHANGE We realize that Billings Hall, the Student Organization Center, while 
Third, obstacles to introducing new courses and centrally located, is not on a route of major traffic flow. Therefore, 
programs and the general imperviousness to as a te'l'.lporary expedlent durlng the remainder of the year, and pending 
change. Here blame falls in part on the Curriculum further study, both Billings Hall and the ground fJoor lobby at the west 
Committee which seeks to maintain an unnatural end of Founders Hall (the section between the glass partitions) to which 
there is access both from the terrace and from the stairway nearest 
equilibrium among the departments, guarding Green Hall, may be used for table displays. Such usl) is subject both 
against proposed innovations that would alter the to proper observation of public safety regulations and to applicable 
balance of power (with number of majors the College regulations. 
prime component of power) between departments. In addition, a study will be undertaken to determine both the phy-
Interdepartment rivalries naturally affect the Cur- sical and financial feasibility of enlarging the area adjacent to the El 
riculum Committee's decisions. Each department Table through remodelling of the large student lavatory. This study will 
suspects others of empire building. Therefore, new necessarily take time and careful thought sine'! limited change ~hould 
courses or programs proposed bv some are sus- be compatible with longer range plans for the compl~te .remod~llmg of 
Peet to the others. The easy way out is not to pro- I Founders. If the study suggests that some reconstruction. lS possible and if the funds can be found, work will be undertaken durmg the summer 
pose any new courses at all. . provided it can be fitted into an already busy work schedule. 
However, w~ do not s.ee tha! mamtenan~e of Recognized groups which wish to use space riither in Blllings or in 
the status quo is necessarily des1rable. The mter- Founders Lobby should clear with Mrs. MacLaurin in the Placement 
ests of the clientele, not of the personnel and their omce, in accordance with existing procedures, to be sure that there is 
jobs, should be the major criteria in passing on no infringement on the commercial Interests of merchants in the Village. 
proposed changes. What are the reasons behind Use of space in Billings should also be cleared through the Juni<>r Vice 
denying certain departments, such as t~e history Pr~si~en~ of College ~overnment since assignment of space in that 
department the opportunity for developmg a tut- buildmg 1s her respons1blllty. 
· ' ? Wh d h h Both for aesthetic reasons and in order to continue to discourage 
ormg program. y are epartments, sue as t e . 1 i hi h h 1 h d t d. play and sell their pro-d · · commerc1a nterests w c ave w s e o 1s "3rt epar~ment, frustrat~d m their attempt~ to ex- ducts on the campus, tables may not be place c.n the grounds of the 
pand their course offermgs. to m~et soarmg stu- College. Outdoor sales will continue to be limited to the short term sale 
dent demands? The answer JS obvious. As long as of tickets for campus events, for example, Tree Day and street dances. 
the number of students and faculty remains con- Yours sincerely, 
stant, if some departments are allowed to expand, Ruth M. Adams 
others will necessarily have to retrench. The re- President 
suit? Faculty will lose their jobs. 
RATHER swncH THAN F1GHT Don't Table Action 
But this concern for personnel has pervasive and To the editor: 
pernicious effects. Students sitting in overly-large 
classes are frustrated. The stronger departments 
overburdened with students are also frustrated. 
They can innovate and grow only with greatest dif-
ficulty. No wonder some faculty choose to leave 
rather than fight Green Hall. 
Greater flexibility to change the content and 
number of course offerings, to innovate, must be 
injected into the system. Perhaps a greater degree 
of departmental democracy and autonomy in de-
veloping programs is the answer. But this in itself 
will not change the -policy which dictates that a de-
The establishment of a table 
which could be used by any student 
organization for the dissemination 
of educational literature would be 
a worthwhile and welcome innova-
tion on the Wellesley campus. (If 
it. were set up outside, Wellesley 
might become another Lyceum.) 
Sincerely yours, 
Jane Oliver '68 
SEC chairman 
partment must abolish an old course to make way More Table Talk 
for a new one. 
We indicate here only three of the major prob-
lem areas suggested in the interviews. We have 
noted the downward trend in faculty salaries (see 
p. I ) . And we applaud Miss Adams for stressing, 
at Alumnae Council two weeks ago, the need to 
make instructor and assistant professor salaries 
more competitive. However, as students, we see an· 
effort being made by this College to mold new 
members of the faculty into some kind of idealized 
stereotype. Those pliant enough come out well, 
thos::: not, leave. We also see vested interests in 
the status quo militating against innovation and 
thus fostering lethargy. Some have charged that 
Wellesley is lethargic. Can we ignore their chal-
lenge? 
To the editor: 
Jeau V. Crawford 
Dean of Students 
Ed. note: Due to limitations of 
space, two letters received by the 
editors could not be published this 
week. One expressed views similar 
to the following two letters on 
marijuana; the other expressed 
views similar to the following 
Magid pass-fail letter. With the 
writers' consent, we hope to pub-
lish both next week. 
Spring Tableau 
The Viet Nam Study Group has 
performed a vital educational role 
at Wellesley this year. Part of its 
program included a very interest-
ing discussion last Tuesday night 
as well as the sale of all types 
of relevant literature throughout 
the week. The challenging of their 
right to .sell this material in a 
centrally located place constitutes 
a threat to a much broader prin-
ciple. It is vital to them and to 
other groups on this campus to 
have the right to effectively sell 
education material. I feel the pre-
sence of tables for this purpose 
only adds to the appearance of 
our campus, and constitutes no 
danger of invasion by outside com-
mercial salesmen. I urge that ap-
propriate policy be formulated to 
allow the Viet Nam Study Group 
and other groups in the future to 
sell material that will increase the 
knowledge and understanding of 
the student body. 
rently exists and teachers seems 
receptive to suggestions about 
changes; (2) if flexibility for great-
er student interest and commit-
ment is desirable, they why should 
such flexibility be available only 
to the pass-fail students? Or is 
pass-fail a good method for intro-
ducing flexibility into course-work 
at Wellesley? (3) Students mean 
more by flexibility than rational 
readjustment of coursework- they 
stress freedom to do only what 
delights them, the importance of 
making their own mistakes, etc. 
Such flexibility is at best a part of 
education-education is in large 
part the disciplined acquisition of 
knowledge of individual disciplines, 
an undertaking which requires per-
serverence and hard work and in 
which one course's learning is often 
necessary for future courses. In 
the disciplined acquisition of know-
ledge, "unwise" students learn 
from '"wise" teachers. Students 
rarely start with the wisdom to 
know what is truly valuable in 
what they study. At best they are 
educated to value and to delight in 
the disciplines they have struggled 
to master. Pass-fail systems which 
encourage exploration by students 
who don't know, rather than in-
struction by teachers who know, 
seem an obstruction to major goals 
of education. Or if such freedom 
is not an obstruction, then surely 
the benefit should be extended to 
all students in the courses concern-
ed. 
The new College policy concerning prov1s1ons 
for on-campus selling is an Inside Job. The state-
ment of this policy (see letter pg. 2) was made 
earlier this week as a result of pressures brought 
to bear on the administration by the Viet Nam 
Study Group's request that they be permitted to 
locate their literature sales table at a strategic point 
outside Green Hall. From them, News takes the 
cue that in today's world, it is more 'in' to be 'out'. 
At the risk of overworking the metaphor, the 
administration's statement is so far 'in' that it is 
buried-in the basement of Founders Hall. We 
strongly suggest that they exhume it. 
The distinction which the statement makes be-
tween 'educational tables,' such as the Viet Nam 
one, and 'social' tables, such as that for Tree Day, 
appears to us to be based on the content of the 
materials on the tables. In making such a distinc-
tion, the College risks the accusation on one hand 
that they are trying to control the type of mater-
ial made available by these tables, and on the 
' other, that they are therefore responsible for the 
content. If this is an attempt by the College to 
suppress political pamphlets in favor of street 
dances, we wish they would so state, and we would 
all go dance to the tune of the piper ... If this is 
not the case, as we, with infinite faith, believe, 
then why not issue a public disclaimer for the con-
tent of the material, and back up this statement, in 
TV jargon, with equal time for both sides? 
With regard to the College's point that outside 
tables will encourage commercial selling on cam-
pus or provide unfair competition for local mer-
chants, we wonder-will the sales of literature on 
Viet Nam ·truly endanger Woolworth's or Filene's? 
Furthermore, the College could apprehend an am-
bitious outsider who imitates the students in set-
ting up sales tables much more easily than if such 
an outsider were to solicit sales by posting signs 
and order blanks in the dormitories or on El Table 
bulletin boards. After all, even the Placement Of-
fice can distinguish between a Fuller Brush man 
and a Wellesley sophomore. 
The aesthetics argument is a real beauty. As it 
stands now, we are led to assume that Viet Nam 
literature equals ugly, and must therefore be stash-
ed away in Founders basement, while Tree Day 
tickets, conjuring up visions of sugar plums, equal 
pretty, and may be sold outside. The argument is 
ridiculous on any other grounds-the two tables 
and the students around them, as well as their de-
•( reel location, are otherwise identical. One might 
wd l ask, at this juncture, "what is beauty?" 
If the problem of congestion-i.e. mobs of stu-
dents perusing the contents of the tables- is the 
cause of unsightliness, we wou1d urge that the 
College legislate against students in general so as 
to preserve intact the virgin beauty of the campus. 
Taking the problem of congestion at face value, 
the Academic Quad, despite its numerous trees 
and squirrels, would be a great deal harder to con-
gest than the lobby in Founders, with the added 
attraction that it is better lighted and ventilated, 
Jess fl&mmable, and provides a greater number of 
exits. And, in the event that a proliferation of stu-
dent tables did block pedestrian traffic, the admin-
istration could easily effect the relocation of sev-
eral of the tables, while, if a similar blockage was 
created in Founders, there would be nowhere to 
go but out. 
Susan Spear '68 
president of Forum 
Pass-Fail Fails 
Ed. Note: This letter is an ab-
stract of a much longer letter sent 
to Miss Adams, the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee, and the Academic Council. 
To the editor: 
The pass-fail proposals sent by 
Senate to the· Academic Council 
seem mistaken in rationale, char-
acter, and extent. These proposals 
call for greater flexibility in meet-
ing the in-course requirements, but 
(1) considerable flexibility cur-
The pass-fail proposals would al-
low 14 units of pass-fail work to 
count towards a B.A. here. Since 
this work can be carried on and 
the student still receive a pass 
grade, a student could conceivably 
receive a B.A. with on third of her 
work at the D-level. Though this 
extreme may not be attained, it 
is my experience and observation 
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A WALK AROUND THE SQUARE presents varied views of the 
busy urban-academic environment of Harvard Square. In writing 
which ranges from architectural criticism to studies of shops, we 
have tried to feature some of the aspects which make the Square so 
remarkable. Although this is not a tour in the traditional sense, it is 
very much of an exploration. The route suggested on the map above 
encompasses practically all of the places discussed in the following 
pages. Whether you walk it, or simply read it, we hope you enjoy 
our spring supplement. 
Jane Canter '68 
features editor 
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Holyoke Center Achieves Approachability 
by Jane Canter '68 easy opening. Instead, Sert divided 
As you approach a building, what then ten-foot high opening with a 
encourages you to move forward, horizontal slab, and then inserted 
and what tells you to keep your a glass door, just a little larger 
distance? What makes it pleasing than human scale; he also broke 
for you to enter a building, and the section next to the door into 
what makes you uncomfortable? even smaller rectangular units. 
How do you relate yourself to a The total effect is to make the 
structure? All of these questions bank and the entire structure ap-
can be answered at least in part proachable. 
by a consideration of a building's UnapprochabWty 
scale and its relationship to the In contrast to this approachabil-
surroundlng structures and spaces. ity, Minoru Yamasaki's William 
Jose Luis Sert, Dean of Harv- James Hall, 1964, manifests a dis-
ard's School of Design, is a con- tinct unapproachability, which is 
temporary architect who, like Le largely due to the lack of scale 
Corbusier, has carefully worked out breakdown and the regularity of 
an architectural language for re- the whole. Whereas the plaza be-
solving the problems of scale with fore Holyoke Center is of red brick, 
respect to a building, its parts, and providing a neat visual tie with 
the people in it, near it, and even the sidewalks and neighboring 
those farther away, who see it buildings, and maintaining a very 
only as part of the skyline, an small scale, the plaza in front of 
element of urban design. Harv-
ard's Holyoke Center, 1960-1965, William James is laid out in huge 
lO'xlO' textured pre-cast concrete 
i$ an excellent example of his slabs, raised above ground level 
work. Approachability and edged by several long horizon-
tal steps, which relate only to 
Approaching Holyoke Center William James, and not to any-
from Harvard Square, you first en- thing nearby. Therefore, before 
counter a delightfully open plaza you have even reached the build-
at the corner of Dunster St. and ing, you are separated into a realm 
Mass. Ave. This space serves as a which seems strangely inconsistent 
transition between the busy side- with its environment. 
walk and the arcade which takes 
you into and through the Center. If you stand in the middle of a 
The upper portions of the building lO'xlO' slab, you feel quite small 
are set back so that you will not indeed. Perhaps this is to prepare 
be hit by the visual impact of the you for the facade itself, which is 
whole mass as you approach from so imposing. Huge piers shoot up 
The fundamental module is the window framed by a pre-cast concrete mullion and filled with a frosted or 
clear glass pane. photo by Nancy Eyler '69 
the street, while from a distance, above you for 15 stories high, and Color is also an important de-
the building reads as a more co- the walls of the building, above the sign consideration, and at Holyoke 
herent ten-story struc£ure. The set-in entrance, seem to be hung Center the colored bars, like the 
corners are set back and low also · from the piers. curtains, definitely enliven the ap-
to allow as much light as possible It is difficult to approach Wil- pearance. In addition, the shops, 
into the side streets. liam James, then, because nothing with brightly colored window de-
Walking across the plaza, then, relates directly to you. Yamasaki corations, provide you with a great 
you are not struck by the unchang- has used panels of travertine variety of visual experiences, and 
lng pattern of a ten-story curtain or highly polished stone, about of course the scale is even smaller 
wall, but rather by a complex and three feet in length, as facing for than human scale in the shop 
irregular arrangement of solids the lower level, yet the panels windows, filled with books, shoes, 
and spaces, lights and darks, large blend together and read as a con- clothes, and so forth. The shop en-
and small. tinuous wall surface. Everything trances, along the side streets and 
Just as the impressions left by else is either white concrete, sur- in the arcade, reinforce the ap-
plywood forms break up the con- faced with a quartz aggregate, or proachability of the whole struc-
crete vertically, window panes and glass, sealed in bronze-colored ture. William James stands in 
pre-cast concrete panels break the frames. sharp contrast to this, for the 
walls into vertical elements. The While Yamasaki's materials are single main entrance is approxi-
fundamental module is the window, all highly finished, with a very mately 30 feet wide, and is reached 
framed by a pre-cast concrete mul- mechanical quality, there is a only by crossing the wide open 
lion and filled with a frosted or transistion in Sert's materials - plaza. 
clear glass pane. from the rough concrete to the The integration of the building 
concrete slabs. If you walk into the 
arcade and picture the towering 
piers with no integrated grid pat-
tern, you can see how effective the 
grid is in relating the massive con-
crete piers to you. The forms are 
placed in a balanced arrangement 
with the form-tie holes forming a 
rectangular coordinate grid, which 
ties the horizontals to the verti-
cals to the diagonals. 
The grid at Williams 4ames is 
far out of human proportions, and 
gives you no reference point. While 
the shops at Holyoke Center on 
Dunster Street can "converse" 
meaningfully with those across the 
street, and the total structure 
speaks a language which its busy 
Harvard Square environment un-
derstands well, William James 
seems so proud of itself that it 
simply has nothing to say to any-
one. As an element in urban de-
sign, it certainly is a failure, and 
the little Busch-Reisinger Museum 
will certainly agree with that. 
William James is the type of 
building that would work very 
well as a crisp white paper model 
about two feet high, but blown up 
100 times, the relationship of scale 
simply does not work. 
Sert's Holyoke Center, which 
works so well from a close range, 
has been criticized for its lack of 
sculptural scale from afar, yet I 
think that what you can see from 
a distance is not the complex ar-
rangement of forms that you sense 
from nearby, but a coherent state-
ment which works as part of the 
skyline. You sense the human scale 
as you approach it. Sert's major 
achievement is his ability to bring 
his architecture into a meaningful 
relationship with those who use it 
and enjoy it. 
Sert was careful to calculate machine-smooth glass. Diversity is and its space, which is lacking at 
the scale relationship. He has writ- something which we like to ex- William James, is very well 
ten: "The screen wall serves more plore, while something regular and handled at Holyoke Center. It is 
for lighting than viewing purposes, restricted is simply not as inviting. particularly revealing to consider 
but if it is not broken by viewing Sert's treatment of scale is high- the play of enclosed and open space 
elements of a size related to hu- ly reminiscent of Le Corbusier's in the arcade, which is partially 
man measure, it becomes an ab- work. With his brl.se solell, Le glass enclosed, and the general cir-
stract scaleless pattern that masks Corbusier has created an extremely culation patterns of the whole. Not 
Sert's Arcade Lures Shops 
by Nancy Young '69 
Guest Reporter 
~he real face of the building." Hav- plastic expression through the in- only do pedestrians find a clear en- Harvard's newest administrative 
mg once established the module, he terplay of light and shadow, and b t t ff. 1 d 
. f . trance routs, u ra 1c a so oes; building is also Cambridge's most 
1s ree to vary his panes of trans- solid and void, while Sert's form deli'verei'cs and parki'ng have hi'gh- · · h 
t t 1 1 compact shopping center; 1t 1s t e paren or rans ucent g ass in is more linear and two-dimensional. 1y effici'ent ramps underneath the h 1 · 
hi h Holyoke Center whic a so m-W c ever manner suits the in- The brlse solell can be seen at d lik Le c 
t . d . . . building. The area e, e or- eludes a parking lot, the Harv-erior nee s yet mamtams exterior Le Corbusier's Carpenter Center busi'er's ramp at the Carpenter d h 
b 1 Th · d · ard-Radcliffe infirmary, an ous-a ance. e wm ow size also for the Visual Arts at Harvard, d · t th h t f 
1 t t th . d . f Center raws you m o e ear o ing for faculty offices. re a es o e wm ow size 0 where he created a totally plastic the structure, permits you to see 
nearby buildings. form, closely related to the human Wellesley girls know the Hol-
some inside activities, enter, or · ril f · h The entrance to the Cambridge scale. Few people realize that it is pass through. yoke Center prrma Y or its s ops. 
Trust Company is in itself a good a six-story building, because it so Tttis is not surprising because the 
example of the breakdown of remarkably set into its space; A Building Speaks environment and the merchandise 
scale. Sert did not want to have a everything is designed to take you •Breaking a surface into a grid are geared to conservative though 
huge ten-foot high door, which through and around it, and the pattern is an effective way of youthful tastes, and liberal bud-
would fit the given space; it would view changes at every point. It is bringing its scale down, while gets. 
not only loom over the tiny banker, certainly significant to note that maintaining its essential mass. Just In Rogers, for example, one looks 
but like Rudolph's doors to Jewett, Sert, Jackson, and Gourley con- as with the colored bars and the through racks of Villager, John 
before they were cut down, it suited with Le Corbusier in the de- glass, Sert establishes a grid on the Meyer, and David Ferguson sports-
would also be far too heavy for sign of the Carpenter Center. wear in well-lit, airy, red brick and 
:====::::::::::::::::::::::;;:::;;:::;;:::;;:==... ,..--------------, white plaster surroundings to the 
IF YOU HAVE 
TWO FEET AND 
. 
LOVE CLOTHES ... 
HAZEN'S 
The UIGGEST and UEST m 
sounds of Johnny Mathis. 
The Troll House, next door, has 
a more arty tone, for those willing 
to pay for it. Naturally, the decor, 
plywood replacing plaster, and the 
more intimate size give the desired 
degree of unrefinement. 
Tinker-Toy Stands 
subdued and acceptable. 
'Cllflle' Clerks 
Fresh and friendly employees 
play a part in the store's popular-
ity. The clerks are mostly "Clif-
fies" working part-time. Frequent-
ly the manager and cashier make 
coffee and tea for the customers. 
On Saturdays they give away kites. 
Prices are better here, and the at-
mosphere livelier. 
Competition between the wom-
en's specialty shops may be too stiff 
for some businesses to renew the 
initial five-year lease. Actual du-
plication of merchandise is minim-
al, but the type of customer varies 
little from store to store: female, 
20-30 years old, well-groomed, and 
expensively dressed. 
Boom-Town 
As the exorbitant rents indicate, 
Cambridge is a boom-town these 
days. In fact, businesses in the 
Holyoke Center are fortunate in 
their relatively low footage rates. 




123 MT. AUBURN ST., 
CAMBRIDGE, MASS, 
(next to the Post Office) 
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• the unique, the exotic 
• primitive and contemporary 
• imported room accenorles 
and gifts 
.'ia 11tlwkltes. 
Frn1rli Frie.~. <:lllm.\, '' ''" 
Capezio's, the newest and thor-
oughly characteristic Holyoke Cen-
ter shop, has a broader base of ap-
peal. The carnival atmosphere 
created by purple ottomans, red 
balloons painted on white walls, 
and orange and red shag rugs re· 
inforces the visual effect of the 
merchandise displayed on tinker-
toy-like stands. 
Harvard reaps no direct profit 
from the shops. Having stores on 
the street floor of a primarily ad-
ministrative building was a conces· 
sion to the city of Cambridge, 
which did not like to see prime 
commercial space gobbled up by 
the ever-expanding university. 
It was bad enough, the city fath· 
ers felt, that Harvard was ruining 
the low Cambridge skyline with a 
ten-story concrete and glass struc· 
ture. In a set-up unparalleled on 
any other American campus, ac-
cording to Mr. Josef Stasa, Har-
vard's head planner, the city col-
lects truces in a university office-
buildlng. 
Cambridge, Maas. 
FOOTWEAR and FASHION all at realistic prices 
2-1 Holyoke Street 
868-9866 
The clothes at Capezio's are fun 
to wear, and no one looks at the 
wearers askance. Actually, most of 
the styles on the racks are quite 
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Harvard's Yard: Three 
by Wendy Moo11an '68 and 
Martha Macdonald '70 
Across the street from the Fogg 
Museum, you will see an iron gate 
with intricate latticework, a gift 
from Harvard's Class of 1885. This 
gate marks the entry into Sever 
Quadrangle, the smallest of three 
adjoining quadragles that make up 
Harvard Yard, the original campus 
of the University. Once cluttered 
with a brewery and a pigpen full 
of oinking porkers who often dis-
turbed lectures, the Yard has ad-
vanced since 1636 with architectur-
al styles covering three centuries. 
The best way to view the Yard 
is to focus on one building at a 
time, looking at it as the architect, 
President, and Fellows hoped it 
would look from its plans, and then 
try to see how it fits in with its 
neighbors. 
Intricate Brickwork 
Until the end of World War II, 
when it was found to be too small 
an area, Sever quadrangle was 
tented over and used for Harvard 
commencements. The buildings 
are imposing and well-integrated 
with one another in terms of scale. 
Sever Hall faces you as you enter 
the gate going west; completed in 
1880, it is a good adaption of the 
romanesque - revival style of H. 
H. Richardson. 
Between Sever and Robinson you 
can catch a beautiful isolated view 
of the Memorial Church steeple to 
the West. Before leaving the quad-
rangle, note Emerson Hall to your 
left, the staid and ivy-covered 
home of the philosophy department. 
Above the door reads: "What is 
man that thou art mindful of him." 
Although recently remodeled, the 
building retains a classic quality in 
its Greek key motif, engaged col-
umns and pedimented windows in 
groups of three. 
Now leaving Sever Quadrangle 
between Emerson and Sever, look 
behind Emerson for a glance at the 
imposing president's house. Then, 
passing Sever, you will find your-
self in the Middle Yard, flanked on 
the right by Memorial Church and 
on the left by the Henry Elkins 
Widener Memorial Library. Dedi-
cated on Armistice Day in 1932 to 
the 373 Harvard men killed in 
World War I, Memorial Church is 
a severe, modified colonial church 
rising 197 feet to the top of its 
golden weathervane. 
The church was built to relate in 
scale to its out sized neighbor, Wid-
ener Library, rather than the rest 
of the buildings in the Yard, as can 
be seen by its outlandishly large, 
cardboard-like columns. Its part-
ner across the green, Widener, 
seems to have been planned in iso-
lation. 
Widener 
stone building. It was designed in 
1815 by the distinguished architect 
Charles Bunfinch who planned it as 
the Old Yard's central building. It 
housed the dining room, recitation 
room and a college chapel. Now 
the building contains only general 
college offices; the old chapel is 
now a beautiful faculty room with 
Bulfinch's cornices and pilasters, 
Copley portraits, and busts of vari-
ous Harvard presidents, professors 
and benefactors. 
Trip to Yale? 
Pass in front of Widener's steps 
and by the side of University Hall 
to catch a good perspective view 
of the Old Yard, the once "un-
kempt sheep-commons" filled by a 
brewhouse, the college woodyard, 
and the notorious pigpen - now 
freshman dormitories. The Old 
Yard contains the largest group of 
existing eighteenth century college 
buildings in the country. It also 
contains Holden Chapel, known for 
its Georgian architecture and the 
intricate coat-of-arms on the pedi-
ment, clearly o u t l i n es in its 
whiteness against the red brick. 
Nearby, in front of Hollis Hall, is 
the "Liberty tree" where Harvard 
students of 1768 assembled to re-
sist oppression by the administra-
tion. The seniors threatened to go 
to Yale if their rights were not 
respected. They stayed. 
The Old Yard 
As you first enter the Old Yard, 
the deep red brick neo-Gothic 
building on your left is Weld Hall, 
a very old dormitory recently re-
modeled in an extremely creative 
intcrprction of the phrase: "form 
follows function." From Weld you 
can also see the famous statue of 
John Harvard done by Daniel 
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People sun t hemselves on the steps of Memorial Church. 
photo by Nancy Eyler '69 
Chester French in 1884, and since 
immortalized by thousands of cam-
era-toting tourists. 
Now retrace you steps back 
to Widener's south side, where you 
will see an odd-looking marble 
piece of sculpture. Though from 
a distance it may look like John 
Harvard riding an elephant, actual-
ly it is an oriental stone dragon 
with an obelisk and tablet given in 
honor of the Harvard Tercentenary 
in 1936 by the Harvard Club of 
China. 
As you pass by it toward the 
gate leading out of the Yard, don't 
miss the crisp yellow clapboard 
house on your right. This New Eng-
land colonial is the Wadsworth 
House, built in 1726 and the sec-
ond oldest building in the Yard. 
Now the home of the alumni of-
fices, it once served as General 
George Washington's headquarters 
and temporary home during the 
American Revolution and was the 
residence of Harvard presidents for 
more than 100 years. Leaving the 
quiet of the eighteenth century be-
hind, pass through the gate to the 
twentieth century of Holyoke Cen-
ter across the busy street. 
The building is perfectly bal-
anced and boasts some intricate 
brickwork, especially on top of the 
turrets, the tumpanum above the 
old wooden doors, and the chim-
neys. A closer look also reveals 
delicate flowers and decorative 
motifs integrated into its walls. To 
the right of Sever is Robinson Hall, 
home of Harvard's Graduate School 
of Design. It's facade is adorned 
by two winged, beaked lions facing 
each other on either side of the 
simple Greek door. The front porch 
is a favorite place for sunbathing 
students on lazy afternoons. 
Widener is, rightfully enough, 
very imposing. It is the largest uni-
versity library in the world and the 
site of many activities other than 
booklearning. The Harvard Glee 
Club uses the granite steps as a 
concert platform on May evenings. 
Other stuqcnts sit on the steps to 
listen to controversial speakers 
who are not permitted to speak in 
the University's auditoriums. 
On the far side of the green be-
tween the church and Widener is 
University Hall, the Yard's first 
A1nerican History Lives in Longfellow House 
Sanctuary for ETS Students 
Blends Exotic and Educational 
by Courtney Graham '67 
Guest Reporter 
Firmly planted on its three--
cornered plot, abutting Phillips 
Place, Mason Street, and Brattle 
Street, is the monolith of Sherrill 
Hall, the new library-classroom 
building of the Episcopal Theologi-
cal School. Dedicated in June, 1966, 
it was designed by the Boston firm 
of Campbell, Aldrich, and Nulty. 
It is a concrete construction, 
faced on the exterior with 
smoothed clocks of Indiana lime-
stone, with tinted sola-bronze glass 
in the tall narrow slits and occas-
ional squares of windows, allowing 
those inside to see out but prevent-
ing an inside view from the out-
side. 
Where Is the Door? 
The forbidding exterior does not 
beckon just anyone to enter. Those 
who know - the students at ETS, 
Harvard Divinity School students, 
(ETS has an affiliation with Har-
vard), and occasionally Cliffies and 
local ministers - may find the en-
trance without much trouble. An 
outsider has two choices: to follow 
a path off Phillips Place, reminis-
cent of a back alley, between the 
library and the adjacent Wash-
burn Hall, another new building 
(1960) housing the refectory and 
auditorium; or, on the Brattle 
Street side, to brave the pass be-
tween the library and St. John's 
Memorial Chapel (1867). 
After the first tentative steps, 
the viewer is drawn into the inter-
ior of the complex of buildings 
which comprise ETS, where he 
finds the library has an entrance, 
after an. Looking around, he will 
discover the startling juxtaposition 
of the newest building and the 
medieval cloister style of Reed 
Hall, the financial office, behind 
the Chapel. The entrance steps and 
railings in front of the new build-
ing are set at crazy angles which 
would make one wonder if per· 
haps the difficulties of the site were 
being slightly over-emphasized. 
Exotic Effects 
The library is planned around a 
central courtyard. The decor, how-
ever, is more striking than the 
plan. The walls arc plastered and 
painted a bright white. The wall-
to-wall carpeting is brown and 
thick. In the midst of the brown 
and white surroundings are com-
fortable-looking chairs upholstered 
in bright red, deep gold, olive, and 
brilliant orange. Splash0s of green-
ery come from occasional tall pot-
ted plants. The overall effect is 
exotic; a cross, perhaps, betwe0n 
Mexican Hotel and Holy-Land Hill-
Dwelling. It is interesting to notice 
the reHgious significance of the 
twelve square skylights which il-
luminate the center core. 
Offices and seminar rooms oc-
cupy the first floor, the second floor 
has small lecture rooms, and a lec-
ture hall on the third ftoor accom-
modates 60 people. The books arc 
stacked on the second and third 
floors. 
Rare Books Below 
On the bottom floor there is a 
Rare Book Room with a controlled 
atmosphere; it is open two after-
noons a week. Appropriate places 
are also being studied for some an-
tique tapestries and hangings 
which have been given to the 
School; the central court could use 
them. 
The massiveness and impenetra-
bility of the building creates a 
sanctuary for its users, Cambridge 
is successfully kept outside. On the 
other hand, perhaps certain unces-
sary frills, such as the three peri-
scope-like stages of glass carved in-
to the corner wall to light the Rare 
Book Room, a heavy-handed treat-
ment of the juts and abutments, 
and a cut-off roof line that makes 
the building resemble an inert slab 
of stone, will cause Cambridge to 
want to keep its distance from 
Sherrill Hall. 
/>1• No11C'\' Rms '69 
Patriot's Day seemed appropri-
ate for visiting the Vassal-Craigie-
Longfcllow House, among the finest 
specimens of colonial architecture 
in Cambridge. Huddling beneath 
my rain hat, cold and wet, I 
walked down Brattlc St. Finally, 
that large yellow house with four 
white pilasters appeared. 
I rang the bell then thumped the 
big brass knocker. On the other 
side of the massive front door, 
curator Thomas H. deValcourt 
turned a foot-long key. Inside, we. 
climbed the elaborately carved 
front staircase to a document filled 
room that smelled like history. 
Tories and Mobs 
Mr. dcValcourt explained that 
mid-eighteenth century Cambridge 
was a favorite resort for wealthy 
Royalists. In 1759 Anglican ,Tohn 
Vassall built his hous0 facing 
south, as was the Tory custom, to 
receive th0 benefits of the sun. By 
October of 1774 the make-up of 
Cambridge citizenry had changed 
- a mob of less well-to-do Congre-
gationalists surrounded the Vassall 
House and expelled its occupants. 
On July 15, 1775, George Wash-
ington selected this house as his 
headquarters as Commander-in-
Chicf of the Continental Army. 
Mrs. Washington arrived from 
Mount Vernon in December very a 
la mode in a chariot with four 
horses with black posti!Hons in 
scarlet and white livery. 
Wa!>hington's Party 
Edmond Randolph came too, to 
emcee local social life, but 
Washington frowned on friviolities 
at such a serious moment. Martha 
persuaded him, however, to cele-
brate their January 6 wedding an-
c:£u,anne ''-
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niversary with a Twelfth Night 
party. 
The General left in April of 1776 
to pursue the Revolution further 
south. Nathaniel Tracy, who was 
rumored to own so many estates 
that he could travel from New-
buryport to Philadelphia and sleep 
every night in his own house, lived 
in the house for a few years after 
the Revolution. 
Craigie House 
Andrew Craigie bought the house 
in 1791 with money he had se-
cured as a fleecer in devious Ohio 
land schemes and as Apothecary 
General to the Army, where he 
overcharged the. already bankrupt 
Revolutionary government. Craigie 
added three back rooms and second 
story servants' quarters to the 
eight original rooms. He built the 
first ice house and the first green-
house in Cambridge. 
After Craigie died in 1819, his 
widow rented rooms to pay off 
debts. Mrs. Craigie, formerly the 
beautiful Elizabeth Shaw of Nan-
tucket, was viewed askance by the 
neighbors because she kept aloof 
and rea<i much French literature. 
This philosophic lady, in slate-
colored dress and white turban, 
watched her worm-eaten elm trees 
slowly die, and admonished, "Do 
not injure them; they are our fel-
low-worms." 
Longfellow Bouse 
Summer 1837, Henry Wadsworth 
Longfellow, recently appointed 
Professor of Modern Languages at 
Harvard, approached Mrs. Craigie 
for lodgings. "Young man," she 
answered the youthful poet, "I do 
not take undergraduates." Long-
fellow secured two rooms on the 
east. Herc in 1842, he entertained 
Charles Dickens for breakfast. 
When Longfellow married Miss 
Frances Appleton of Boston in 
1843, her father purchased the 
Craigie house for the couple, and 
was subsequently prevailed upon to 
buy the land across the way to pre-
serve the view. Longfellow's des-
cendants still live on the private 
second story. 
Guided Tour 
The buzzer rang. Mr. deVal-
court went down to welcome a bus 
tour. On the starcase landing, an 
ornate seventeenth century Dutch 
clock rang the hour. I joined the 
tour with Britishers, Germans, In-
dians, and Bostonians. 
We entered the library on the 
back east side of the long front 
hall. The Longfellows bought the 
intricately carved brown oak book-
cases in Paris. Paderewski once 
played the concert grand piano. 
The walls offer a self-portrait by 
David, a drawing by Raphael, and 
an enigmatic painting of one of 
Longfellow's friends, Franz Liszt. 
Taste of Time 
Moving forward into the study, 
Continued 0 11 page se1•e11 
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Gropius Interacts His Structures 
by Jane Canter '68 
Twenty-five years after bis fam· 
ous Bauhaus building, Walter 
Gropius moved into the realm of 
the mannered and arbitrary in 
planning the Harvard Graduate 
Center of 1950. 
The complex of seven dorm-
itories and a commons building 
somehow lacks the sense of inner 
harmony among the parts of the 
whole, which can be seen in earlier 
works by Gropius, one of the most 
influential architects of the twen-
tieth century. A series of varied 
spatial surprises, rapid movement 
set up by the placement of build-
ings, windows, and balconies, a 
play of light and dark, a curious 
relationship between the structure 
and the ground, the use of paths 
and other directional devices to 
order the space, a somewhat arbi-
trary arrangement of color and 
materials, and an overall austere 
quality combine to form there 
what might be described as a mod-
ern Mannerism. 
the Yard" by capturing its "time-
less pattern," a study of the Cen-
ter reveals that he was far more 
concerned with capturing a sense of 
its dynamics, its quality of change 
and diversity. 
Interacting Structures 
Approaching the Center from 
any direction, you see the overlap-
ping buildings passing in front of 
one another, some at slightly dif-
ferent levels, some parallel and 
others at angles to each other. 
Unlike the so many architectural 
spatial complexes of the Renais-
sance, such as Bramante's Cortile 
del Belvedere, planned from a 
single perspective to work as a 
whole from only one spot, Gropius' 
Center does not have a focal point; 
it is not oriented to a single per-
spective. The interaction of Gro-
pius' structures is greatly contrast-
ed by the rectangular alignment of 
the space in front of the Langdell 
Library. Even the huge trees in 
that most delightfully shaded area 
are evenly spaced in rows. Ap-
proaching the Center from this 
area, you are immediately aware 
of the tremendous contrast-stand-
ing before a massive and tradition-
al edifice, Langdell, in an ordered 
coordinate space, you look ahead 
at the interacting structures, 
which seem light by contrast. 
itories must be in a traditional 
style. Gropius has stated quite 
astutely: "So long as we do not ask 
him (the student) to go about in 
period clothes, it seems absurd to 
build college buildings in pseudo-
period design . . . sentimental 
shrines feigning a culture which 
has long since disappeared." Yet a 
monumental quality is possible in 
a modern idiom. In fact, Le Cor-
busier's Swiss Dormitory, Univer-
sity City, Paris, 1930-32, seems 
to have captured that quality very 
effectively. 
It has been said that the Center 
"seems oddly old-fashioned, close 
to being a cliche of his (Gropius') 
own earlier creations." In this 
sense, the word cliche is far from 
a compliment - it implies that 
Gropius' work has failed to main-
tain its highest standards. ls the 
Center merely a worn-out cliche? 
What is the nature of its "modern 
Mannerism"? These questions can 
only be considered through an ex-
ploration of the Center and some 
parallels and precendents. 
Harvard's Tradition 
In designing the Graduate Cen-
ter, Gropius was aware of Harv-
ard's existing architectural tradi-
tion. Although he has <lrawn many 
comparisons between his plan and 
that of Harvard's Old Yard, the 
Center, conceived as a total 
scheme, is far removed in its de-
sign from the Yard, which devel-
oped through two hundred years of 
architectural change. Because of 
the strong sentimental attachment 
of many Harvard graduates to their 
Yard, it is not surprising that 
Harvard and Gropius have stressed 
the ties between the two plans. 
The Yard did have various over-
all plans at different points in its 
development, but its special charm 
lies in the diversity of its struc-
tures and spaces; it is this diver-
sity which cannot be captured to-
tally in a complex of buildings of 
similar materials, shapes and sizes, 
yet it is precisely this diversity 
with which Gropius experimented 
in his Center. Although he has 
written that he attempted to pre-
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Gropius uses footpaths to unite 
and direct the spatial environment 
of the Center. Far more arbitrary 
visual links are Gropius' covered 
walks, which actually offer little 
protection in bad weather. In light 
of their functional shortcomings, 
it would seem that Gropius has in-
cluded these covered walks with an 
esthctic intent- perhaps he likes 
the way in which the roofs frame 
the space. Like so much of the 
Center, though, they have not 
weathered well, and their warped 
fo1ms emphasize their fragile 
quality: 
Symbolizing the Law 
In stating that the buildings look 
as if they were just thrown to-
gether, many students are hitting 
at one of the Center's fundamental 
problems- its lack of monumental-
ity, its mannered, fragile quality. 
One law student, for example, 
praised Langdell Library for its 
massive monumentality, and re-
marked that such a quality is sym-
bolic of the law, which is after all 
based on tradition. Although they 
realize that a dormitory need not 
have the same expression as a li-
brary, the students see none of 
this grandeur in their dormitories 
at the I.aw School and they seem 
to miss it. 
This is not to say that the dorm-
What Ivery 
Young Working Girl 
Should Know 
... about the fun and games, the 
toil and trouble of living and 
working in a metropolis. 
McCall's Editor Lynda Bird Johnson 
got,he candid st0ry. through 
personal interviews with aware 
young girls in big cities from 
coast to coast. 
Read this handy guide on how to 
confound competition and pick 
the plum job ... beat the 
apartment scramble and the 
repulsive-roommate risk ... turn 
on a lagging social life. 
turn off an aggressive male. 
Don't miss "The Working Girl, 
1967 Style." In May McCall·s. 
AT ALL NEWSSTANDS NOW. 
The dormitories of the Center 
are constructed with floors and 
roofs of reinforced concrete and 
walls of buff-colored facing-bricks. 
The copings, sills and toilet-block 
walls are faced with limestone 
panels. Harkness Commons is con-
structed on a structural steel 
frame with walls of buff facing-
brick, limestone, glass, and oc-
casional colored panels. It is per-
haps for its traditional role in New 
England and especially at Harvard 
that Gropius chose to build in 
brick, and he had used buff or yel-
low brick in earlier work, although 
it was new to Harvard. 
Gropius includes windows which 
are partly below ground level, or 
at least very close to the ground. 
Placing windows in this way, he 
creates the sensation that the base 
of the buildings, red brick, are 
slipping into the ground. Certainly 
the fact that Gropius had experi-
mented with visual ambiguities 
before does not in itself justify 
such devices in later work. There 
is something extremely arbitrary 
about his insistence on the levita-
tional quality. The Center lacks 
monumentality because of its finely 
delineated structures and their 
lack of stability; they simply do 
not sit firmly on- the ground. 
"It Lacks Character" 
Gropius has written: "We have 
also learned that the human being 
needs frequently changing impres-
sions to keep his receptive abilities 
alert. To produce such a stimulus 
for him contemporary artists and 
architects try to create the illusion 
of motion." 
It is the motion created by the 
placement of buildings, windows 
and balconies that further denies 
the Center a sense of stability. 
The ribbon windows move in nar-
row horizontals along the wall 
surfaces; they are ~et slightly 
into the wall creating a strangely 
unframed area. Together with the 
dry and lifeless quality of the buff-
brick and the sparsely grown land-
scape inside the Center, the sharply 
defined window units contribute to 
the overall austerity of the Gradu-
ate Center. It is perhaps for rea-
sons such as these, aside from in-
terior functional deficiencies, that 
students find the environment to 
be an uncomfortable, unpleasant 
BUY IT-OR ORDER BY SUBSCRIPTION-
AT YOUR LOCAL COUEGE BOOKSTORE 
May 4, 1967 
Looking towards Harvard Square from Brattle St. The huge •lgn on Ell 
one. Many students have remarked 
that "the whole thing lacks char-
acter." I believe that its character 
is this austerity, which the inhabit-
ants tend to reject. 
Ramp Handles Traffic 
Moving into Harkness, you are 
immediately aware of the low ceil-
ing, which makes you feel as if you 
have somehow entered the base-
ment rather than the main floor. 
Lounges open off of the entrance 
hall, and a remarkable ramp leads 
to the cafeteria on the second 
floor. The ramp of three-way canti-
lever construction in reinforced 
concrete is one of the most highly 
praised parts of the building. The 
intention belund it was to allow 
as many people as possible to wait 
in line for meals at one time, and 
to pass through foe cafeteria line 
as efficiently as possible. 1200 peo-
ple can be served in Harkness at 
one time. Le Corbusier was per-
haps the first modern architect 
to incorporate ramps into his de-
signs, as at the Villa Savoye, and, 
very recently, at the Carpenter 
Center at Harvard. 
The glazed tile wall along the 
ramp was designed by Herbert 
Bayer, a student of the Bauhaus. 
Other art in Harkness includes a 
Miro mural and an Arp relief in 
the dining room, and a brick relief 
by Albers in the lobby. On the 
whole, the architecture does little 
to focus on these works, which 
appear more as wall decoration, 
not necessarily integrated with the 
total structure, but the works were 
added after the original scheme 
was complete. 
I The seven dormitories house 575 students. The most noticeable char-acteristic of the interiors is the 
shabby appearance of almost every· 
thing-the furniture in the com-
mons rooms, the walls, the lights, 
the ceilings, and the floors. To 
maintain the severity and clarity 
of the exterior, Gropius brought 
even the rain gutters inside. 
wrote in 1940 that one of the · 
of the New Architecture should 
"the suppression of hanging 
ters, external rain pipes etc., 
often erode rapidly." The pipes 
only look awkward coming into 
commons rooms, but the water 
caused them to rust even on 
inside, and ceiling tiles have 
colored and slipped from the d 
ness. Furniture is ripped and b 
en. 
Close Quarters 
The halls are six feet wide 
very dark. Doors opposite st 
are painted a bright color to ma 
the color of the sign indicating 
floor level; otherwise, there is 
tle color. The average room 
12' 6*" x 8' 41h", and includ 
day bed, a desk chair, an e 
chair, and a built-in chest. M 
students have squeezed in a 
frigerator also. There were 
provisions made for book shelve 
the students use a ledge over 
wide windows, and an additio 
case, if they can fit. it The w 
are cinderblock and partitions 
double rooms are of acousti 
material. Apparently the cin 
block conducts sound quite w 
It is difficult to find much 
the Graduate Center which d 
not in some way have preceden 
earlier work by Gropius, and 
the total scheme is quite new 
him. In earlier works, such as 
Bauhaus at Dessau, he explo 
similar contrasts with a grea 
overall harmony. At the Baub 
where he had motion, he also 
stability; where he had low s 
tures, he also had high; where 
used somewhat arbitrary acce 
he expressed a total coherent 
der, which could be clearly 
ceived. Such a coherence is la 
ing from the Center, and in tt 
respect, Gropius did not mainta 
his highest standards of design 
this later work. 
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Spicy Variety of Restaurants Flavors Tour 
by Ann Sherwood '69 
For many a Wellesley girl, a 
walking tour of Cambridge which 
includes a meal probably means a 
quick jog down the five flights of 
stairs at entry A out into the ele-
ments, over to entry K which is 
the House dining room 
at Harvard. . 
Or perhaps the significance she 
could lend to an invitation to "walk 
and eat in Cambridge" would be 
that trek to the stadium which in-
cidentally includes a stop-off at 
ELSIE'S for four sets of brown 
paper bags which reveal, two min-
utes after the kickoff, four over-
flowing deluxe Roast Beef Special 
sandwiches, assorted cokes, and 
napkins. 
News Nibbles 
Or maybe she shudders in anti-
cipation of eating something at 
Ha.yes-Bickford and dreams of 
Sophomore Father's Day and din-
ner at Locke-Ober's or Pier Four. 
CLUB HENRI IV, 96 Winthrop 
St., complete with wine list and 
the atmosphere of a charming 
French cafe, offers superb ome-
lettes for $1.25. The menu is in 
French, but the waitresses are at 
least bilingual; the service is good, 
relaxing-and the pastry est ex-
traordinaire ! Reservations for both 
lunch and dinner are recommended, 
but not required. 
Lunch A La Carte 
Other comendable restaurants 
with French wine lists and contin-
ental airs escaping from their kit-
kens include CHEZ JEAN, 1 Shep-
ard St. and CHEZ DREYFUS, 44 
Chuch St. Complete dinners at 
Chez Jean range in price from 
$2.25 to $5, but a la carte and 
luncheon items are less expensive. 
Merry Olde England's Food 
Ave. A dinner buffet hits $3.00 and 
specializes in Cantonese food. A 
$10 special order can reserve Moo 
Shi chicken, or the Peking Soup, 
or the Peking Duck, among the 
best selections on the menu. But 
there are a wide variety of dishes 
offered, and Joyce Chen's is consid-
ered one of the best Chinese rest-
aurants in the country. 
The Mandatory LC. Cone 
An afternoon snack is always 
the order of the day in Cambridge, 
be it a roast beef sandwich at 
Elsie's or at HAZEN'S next door, 
or more appropriately, an ice 
cream cone with jimmies at 
BRIGHAMS or BAILEY'S. 
House adverti•ea a student play. photo by Diane Edwards '10 
Generally, Cambridge restaur-
ants are solicitous to student ex-
pense accounts; few are truly ex-
orbitant in price. Lunches are 
especially penny-pinchingly delight-
ful, and noon is the time to take 
advantage of the many specials, or 
to adventure with the menu. 
For the more English-oriented 
consumers, the OXFORD GRILLE 
on Church Street offers some jolly-
good "American" food and drink, 
and the PICKADILLY INN on 
Garden street has a delightful Eng-
lish atmosphere, and even a strol-
ling violinist. Prices at the Oxford 
Grille are moderate; the food is 
good, lots of macaroni shells, and 
if the service is slow and inefficient, 
the atmosphere is pleasant. The 
Pickadilly Inn is located beneath 
the Continental Hotel, and adver-
tises a Chef's Special Dinner for 
$2.50, steaks from $3.75 to $4.75, 
and lobster from $4 to $5. Lunch-
eon prices, of course, vary accord-
ingly. 
Dinner in Cambridge can be the 
greasy spoon of the Harvard hous-
es, the dinner version of each of the 
luncheon menues cited above, or 
steak dinners at the YARD OF 
ALE on Brattle Street. The auto-
sphere there is colonial New Eng-
land, and is created by the wait-
resses, the room decor, the menu, 
and that pretentious yard of ex-
cellent Whitbred Ale, served in 
long glass tubes. Dinners begin at 
$2.35 for chopped beefsteak, and 
go to $5.25 for a sirloin. Lunch, 
they remind us, starts at $1.25; the 







Sparks House Blends Classical and Federal; 
Creates Symmetry and Architectural Elegance 
by Cynthia Green '61 
The Sparks House on Quincy 
Street made news last year when it 
became the center of a controversy 
over the need for preserving old 
houses. 
When Harvard announced plans 
to build the new center for the 
Graduate School of Design on a 
site which encloses the house, ad-
mirers of historic buildings protest-
ed vigorously. Recently it was an-
nounced that the center will be 
built on the Quincy Street site but 
that the Sparks House will be 
moved to another location. 
Home of President 
The Sparks House is significant 
for its historical value as well as 
for its architectural merit. Built 
in 1838, it was occupied by Har-
vard President Jared Sparks from 
1849-1866. From 1894 to the pres-
ent day, it has been occupied by 
the New Church Theological 
School. 
As a reflection of the styles of 
the period, the Sparks House is 
particularly noteworthy, since it is 
a conservative restatement of the 
Greek Revival style. At the same 
time, it shows a high degree of 
originality on the part of the build-
er, William Saunders. 
Built by Saunders 
Saunders built a number of hous-
es in Cambridge in the Federal 
manner, which was popularized in 
Boston by Charles Bulfinch. In the 
Sparks House he uses elements 
from each of two styles. 
The influence of the Greek Re-
vival style is suggested in the 
broad white pilaster strips which 
divide the facade into three sec-
tions. The strips represent a new 
form of the column in that they 
lack capitals and their flatness is 
emphasized. 
Classical Proportions 
The four strong verticals made 
by the pilasters are balanced by 
the carved horizontal bands which 
History Lives in Longfellow House ... 
Continued from page five ily portraits watched the Longfel-
extend between the pilasters in a 
continuous line across the top of 
the facade. The lined bands divide 
the facade in half and make six 
equal sections which relate to the 
six-paned windows. This clear or-
dering and balancing of forms de-
notes a knowledge of classical 
buildings. 
The influence of the Federal 
style can be seen in the wood 
frame. Other qualities such as the 
grandiose emphasis on the facade 
and the high degree of symmetry 
are characteristic of Federalist 
buildings, though they differ from 
the Sparks House in the use of 
minute details to enliven the sur-
face. 
Imposing Facade 
The use of two planes in the fa-
cade creates an interesting visual 
effect. The pilaster strips, the hori-
zontal bands, as well as the fiat 
surface containing the windows 
and the door can be read as the 
supporting external wall. In terms 
of square feet, the space contained 
in these two surfaces is approxi-
mately the same. 
The WURSTHAUS, right in 
Harvard Square, is a German res-
taurant - delicatessan combination 
which serves a variety of foods and 
is strong on pastromi and weak on 
French fries: both are greasy! It 
is a good place for lunch, with its 
ine.xhaustive supply of sandwiches, 
or for after a show. There is a lot 
of atmosphere hanging from rough-
hewn beams, and the ginger-ale 
comes with a chen-y. 
Continental Savor 
THE WINDOW SHOP, 56 Brat-
tle St., is situated in the house 
that belonged to Longfellow's vil-
lage smithy, and during the warm 
weather the dining area includes 
a large outdoor patio. The food is 
called Central European (Contin-
ental), and visitors recommend 
weiner schnitzel, sauerbraten, roast 
duckling, and omelettes. The pas-
tries and salads also received the 
New York Times "Four Star 
Award." Reservations in this 
charming restaurant are also re-
commended; the food is always 
good, and the prices range from 
$2.50 to $4. 
larly good, and moderately priced. 
Especially for Dinner 
IGO'S, 1812 Massachusetts Ave., 
is a further walking distance 
from the Yard. The "best bet" 
rating is given to the steak and 
champagne dinner for $5.50, but 
more modestly priced, equally ap-
petizing selections have received 
more than adequate student stamps 
of approval. 
THE FIVE CHATEAUX, 5 Cam-
bridge Parkway, is a spacious, dark 
French restaurant in the Charter 
House Hotel, overlooking the 
Charles. The food is fine, and 
prices arc unformly high, begin-
ning at $3.50 and centering around 
$5-$6. 
Other interesting sites for the 
adventuresome connoisseur include 
The ACROPOLIS for excellent 
shish-kebab and other Greek food, 
and for Mexican foods, hot peppers 
and tacos, EL DIABLO on Mt. 
Auburn St. 




Browse at Hathaway House and 
find gift.<; to suit l'Vt>ry taste and 
occasion! 
FOR THE BRIDE-TO-BE: we passed the armchair made from lows at dinner. Among these are 
the ebonized wood of the "spread- a fine Gilbert Stuart of the Apple-
ing chestnut tree" presented to the tons, and the well-known picture 
poet on his seventy-second birth- by Thomas Buchanan Read of 
day by the children of Cambridge. "grave Alice, laughing Allegra, and 
Here is the Chippendale chair in Edith with golden hair." 
This three-dimensional effect is 
continued along the sides. The rear 
of the building is a single plane 
which is on the same level of pro-
jection as the pilasters and the 
horizontal band. The surface of the' 
rear wall is varied by the use of 
overlapping clapboards which form 
a pattern of horizontal lines. 
A 99-cent buffet is the specialty 
of the JOYCE CHEN CHINESE 
RESTAURANT at 617 Concord 
Place mats and napkins, cook-
books, recipe boxes, note paper, 
useful Lee art hangers with de-
corative art postcards, creative 
glass discs, travel diaries, guest 
books, scrap books, and bridal 
picture albums. 
The sleek simplicity and elegance 
of the Sparks House make it a 
piece of craftsmanship well worth 
saving. 
which George Washington came to Goodby golden hair. We thanked 
the reluctant conclusion that we Mr. deValcourt and pushed the old 
had to become a new country. front door into the twentieth cen-
Across a table sits Longfellow's tury drizzle outside. Do take the 
Hepplewhite chair and the folding tour again for thirty cents. That's 
desk at which he wrote his poetry not very much these days. 
standing up. Portraits of his ---------------------------
fr i e n d s Emerson, Hawthorne, 
Hobnes, Agassiz, Sen. Sumner and 
busts of representative poets, Vir-
gil, Mollere, Dante, Goethe, and 
Shakespeare look down from all 
side& 
Mr. deValcourt led us across the 
hall to the parlor. This room had 
already received colonial Tories, 
Franklin, Paine, The Ladies of the 
Revolution, Prince Talleyrand, and 
Louis Phillippe when Mrs. Long-
fellow redecorated it in 1846. She 
included rich velvety red tassels 
and knotted valances which hang 
from gilt cornices with Gothic tre-
foils and acorns. 
Frogs and Family 
We moved to the dining room, 
last on the tour. Nathaniel Tracy 
of our young country once gave a 
banquet here for Admiral d'Es-
taing. Wishing to do his French 
guests full honor, he served them 
the celebrated frog soup - with a 
full size frog on each plate. 
A century later, numerous fam-
IT'S A GAS 
"IN THE PRESIDENT'S 
AND MY ·OPINION ..• " 
by Donald Pearce 
Illustrated by Arnold Roth 
An uproarious collection of hip and 
heady reflections on life, love and the 
"scene" from the heartfelt prose of 
hundreds of college students-who 
shall remain nameless. Would you be-
lieve: "Remember that Snow White 
was living with those dwarfs, is that 
innocent?" Want more? Get it! 
at your College Bookstore. $2.95 
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eollege p/11$ (ji/J/Js 
The most interesting, challeng-
ing, and rewarding positions go to 
the young woman who adds com-
plete ~cretarial training to her 
college education. 
Combine the Gibbs Special 
Course for College Women-811.a 
months-with your diploma, and 
be ready for a top position. 
Write College Dean for 
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books! (art, humor, history, and 
fiction) 
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At Le Corhusier's Outstanding Arts Center 
Ramp Draws Viewers through Active Space 
I 
In a sculptural statement, Le Corbusier models space and mass with 
light and aark. pholo by Gale Munson '68 
by Susan Shapiro '68 
The complex personality of Le 
Corbusier's Visual Arts Center 
looms large on Quincy Street. The 
poured concrete edifice with its 
intricate balance of actively in-
terworking shapes and spaces in-
corporates within itself a multipli-
city of variations-<:ontrasts of 
curves and angles, of concrete slabs 
and plate glass, of patterns, shapes, 
and sizes. 
Yet all its facets merge into an 
undisputed whole; nothing is veil-
ed. The V AC extends an open in-
vitation to get to know it. But the 
active building with its active 
spaces demands an active response. 
The exterior circulation is re-
sponsible for orienting the viewer 
to the building's wholeness. The 
multi-shape V AC is sculptural in 
conception. It is a concrete and 
glass construction meant to be 
viewed in the round. Hiding the 
entrance works to this end. By 
coyly demanding the searching 
viewer to walk around and through 
it, the VAC lays itself bare, ac-
Spend 1;~ 
this summer 
with the gang. 
quainting the observer with all its 
parts. As the viewer proceeds to 
follow the beckoning system of 
ramps and paths, the VA C's mas-
siveness gradually yields to his 
perceptions of structure, material 
and arrangement of spaces. 
Visible Structure 
The VA C's structure is visible 
at every point in the building. It 
consists primarily of concrete slabs 
supported internally and externally 
by a forest of columns that rise 
through its six floors. The slabs 
are articulated at every floor; 
where the slab itself does not 
project, the pattern on the con-
crete delineates its placement. 
Angular brise sollel openings are 
set back from the edge of the 
slab. The glass skin reveals the 
internal columnar supports. 
Because the load bearing stan-
chions are within the building, Le 
Corbusier has been free to model 
poured concrete and glass into 
forms that are tremendously vari-
ed. The two main shapes are varia-
tions on the rectangle and fluid 
• 
We'll have over 140 flights a week to Europe. Take off for London, 
Paris, Rome, Frankfurt, Milan, Shannon, Zurich, Geneva, Lisbon, 
Madrid, Athens. Go across Africa and Asia-all the way to 
Hong Kong. And we have plenty of low-cost fun, sightseeing or 
study tours, or you can go it on yo~r own. 
Just call your travel agent or the 
nearest TWA office. Welcome 
to the world of 
Trans World Airlines"' 
*Service mark owned e•clusively by Trans World Airline>. Inc. 
curves. Briefly, the VAC's plan con-
sists of two kidney shaped wings 
extending from a rectangular core. 
A ramp bisects the building at the 
second and third stories. Land-
scape is included under, in the 
middle and on top of the V AC. 
Interpenetratiog Spaces 
As soon as the viewer steps off 
the sidewalk he becomes involved 
with the building. No matter what 
his path, he's first aware of many 
separate shapes. If he choses the 
ramp, he will also apprehend the 
uses of the building. Leading 
through the building's belly, the 
ramp reveals two floors of stu-
dios sheathed in glass. The glass 
skin makes the viewer feel as 
though he's actually inside the stu-
dios. Paradoxically, he can experi-
ence two floors and both sides of 
the building and still be vitally 
aware of its discrete spaces. At 
the top of the ramp the viewer is 
aware of the VAC's wholeness, be-
ing visually inside and physically 
outside. 
It's Not Cramped 
Le Corbusier has carefully In-
corporated the VAC into a narrow 
rectangular site. Although it fills 
the entire area, the V AC never 
feels cramped because of the land-
scaping underneath and within the 
structure. And because the building 
moves over the site, enclosing 
much of it with columns, it and 
its site become co-terminous, not 
conflicting. 
In designing the V AC, Le Cor-
busier made no attempt to coordi-
nate it with the Georgian arehi-
tecture of the Fogg and the Facul-
ty Club. No brick or native materi-
als are included in its structure or 
facade. Despite this, the building is 
surprisingly unobtrusive. One rea-
son for this is its self-contained 
nature. The ramps and wings clo-
sest to the sidewalk curve in on 
themselves intsead of projecting 
out. 
Despite its contrasting style, the 
V AC fits perfectly into the univer-
sity envioronment. It symbolically 
stresses the need of a university 
to foster new trends as well as 
traditional ones. And by its con-
ception, the V AC is a learning ex-
perience in itself. 
Museums Attract 
by Betty Demy '69 
The crowded streets of Cam-
bridge shelter three museums 
which are connected with Harvard 
University and which merit a visit, 
be it just for an afternoon. 
The Fogg Art Museum, located 
next to Le Corbusier's Visual Arts 
Center on Quincy Street, is an easy 
walk from Harvard Square. Open 
Monday through Saturday from 
9-5, the museum's permanent col-
lections cover the broad span of 
art history from the ancient Greek 
and Roman times to contemporary 
painting and sculpture. These ex-
hibits include Romanesque and 
Gothic sculpture, Italian Renais-
sance painting, 17th and 18th cen-
tury painting,and Oriental metal-
work, ceramics and painting. A 
special exhibit now at the museum 
features prints by Manet and his 
contemporaries. 
German Art 
Less than five minutes away, on 
Kirkland Street and Divinity Ave-
nue is the Busch-Reisinger Mu-
seum CMon.-Sat., 9-5) which hous-
es one of the best collections out-
side of Germany of German art 
from the 11th century. At pres-
ent, there is a collection of German 
Expressionist paintings by Klee, 
Feininger, Kirchner, Kandinsky, 
Kokoschka and Beckmann. 
The University Museum (Mon.-
Sat., 9-4:30, Sun. 1-4:30) is located 
on Oxford Street. It includes the 
Museum of Comparative Zoology, 
Peabody Museum of Archaeology 
and Ethnology, and the Mineralogi-
cal, Geological and Botanical Mu-
seums, and offers a formidable 
choice of exhibits. 
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rUgly" Mem Hall Creates Debate 
by Barbara Furne '69 
A quote from an "unbiased" 
Harvard student would lead one to 
believe that Memorial Hall, former 
dining quarters and present exam-
taking quarters, is "the ugliest 
building in the world." Yet, a trip 
to the enormous structure and a 
look at the colorful history of the 
gargoyle-laden tribute to 136 Har-
vard men who died defending the 
Union during the Civil War, places 
"Mem Hall" more affectionately in 
one's mind, and more permanently 
on the map of Cambridge. 
dispenses . . . laurels to the dead 
and dinners to the living." The 
building has sparked unceasing 
controversy among architects and 
city planners. 
on the wall of Sanders Theatre, 
composed by George Martin Lane, 
Professor of Latin at Harvard in 
1851-1897, that the ''first thing to 
cultivate was \\isdom, ... the lib-
eral arts and public and private 
virtues," there is a unique atmos-
phere behind the "immense Victor-
ian Gothic pile." 
Dining in the 'Trough' 
Besides commemorating the 
Harvard men who fell during the 
Civil War, Mem Hall claims other 
"firsts" for Harvard. It was the 
result of the first big alumni group-
effort at fund raising. It provided 
a large alumni meeting place, an 
academic theatre, and an ark of a 
dining hall, fondly remembered as 
the "Trough." 
Henry James called it in The 
American Scene, "the great bristl-
ing brick Valhalla ... that house 
of honor and of hospitality which, 
under the name of the Alumni Hall, 
Moral Significance 
Today, Mem Hall is used for ex-
aminations, registrations, public 
meetings, theatricals, and, as the 
writer witnessed, even j>loodmo-
biles. Sanders Theatre, the larg-
est auditorium in the University, is 
located in the apse of Mem Hall. 
Other assets besides size are sum-
marized by the statement by alum-
ni that the building is "'the most 
valuable gift which the University 
has ever received, in respect alikP 
to cost, daily usefulness, and moral 
significance." 
Victorian Gothic 
The last part of the quotation 
is used today in defense of keC'p-
ing "ugly" Mem Hall standing, de-
spite visions of renewal and rede-
velopment in Harvard Square and 
Cambridge. From the dedication 
inscribed over the two transC'pt 
windows of Mem H all, ''that ex-
amples of mankind be ever in hon-
or among you," to the inscription 
Stained Glass 
After adopting a plan in 1866 to 
build something that would hold 
alumni for meeting, and students 
for dining, the alumni engaged two 
architects, William Robert Ware 
(A.B. H;irvard 1852l and Henry 
Van Brunt (A.B. Harvard 1854). 
to clcsign what was tq b0cnme l\Icm 
Hall. The building was complct0d 
in July of 1878. Since th<'n, much 
has been added, and some', such as 
the tall tower which burned in a 
1946 fire, has disappC'arccl. 
Entering the GrNlt HalJ, formC'r-
ly the dining h<tll for Ilarvnrd stu-
dents until 1923, one can SC'<' gifts 
nf many college classes in the form 
of pictm·cs, busts, paintC'd straw 
"tapestries," and the heads of sev-
en famous orators, symbolizing the 
great interest in rhetoric in the 
Loeb Gives Harvard Actors Opportunities 
For Experimentation With Dramatic Effects 
by Pemry Ortner '69 
Harvard's Loeb Drama Center, 
completed in 1960 by architects 
Hugh Stubbins and Associates, 
combines a simply planned but ap-
pealing exterior with a modern, 
functional interior that is techni-
cally designed to bring actor and 
audience into a variety of relation-
ships. 
The Loeb, whose glass-enclosed 
lobby opens to a patio, ac-
tually houses two separate thea-
ters: the main stage and the ex-
perimental stage. The main stage, 
with a seating capacity of 588, was 
the first fully mechanized variable 
theater ever built. It can be 
changed from a full proscenium to 
a thrust or modified arena stage by 
rearranging the front seating sec-
tions. 
Moving the Seats 
These front seats, which are 
mounted on two movable plat-
forms, can be rotated 90 degrees 
and moved to the sides of the audi-
torium, producing a thrust from 
the proscenium, or they can be 
moved onto the proscenium and 
turned to face the auditorium, 
creating an arena effect. 
For example, in Gammer Gur· 
ton's Needle, a "right pithy, pleas-
ant, and merry comedy," written 
in the sixteenth century, and pro-
duced at the Loeb earlier this year, 
the main stage remained a full 
proscenium. However, in the recent 
production of John Arden's Ser· 
geant Musgrave's Dance, the front 
seats were rotated to the sides, 
giving added thrust space and put-
ing the actors into a closer rela· 
tionship with the audience. 
Eisenhower Board 
The Door beneath the movable 
seats can be raised and lowered on 
elevator platforms. The orchestra 
pit likewise can be raised to the 
level of the stage or lowered in 
front of it. 
The theater is one of several in 
the country using the Eisenhower 
board system of lighting. This 
board, which works completely 
electronically, provides a greater 
variety of lighting effects than the 
manual type. It is pre-set for each 
performance and involves no man-
power. The flies are also controlled 
electronically by a push-button de-
vice. 
Experimental Stage 
To offset this highly mechan-
ized stage, an important part of 
the drama center is devoted to a 
simpler studio theater - the ex-
perimental stage, which seats ap-
proximately 150. This stage, too, 
has an electronic light board, but 
being smaller and less complicated 
than that of the main stage, it 
offers less variety of effects. 
In the basement of the Loeb are 
dressing rooms and dance studios. 
Here, too, is a rehearsal floor cor-
responding in length to the main 
proscenium stage. The second floor 
of the center incorporates the offi-
ces of the Harvard Theater Com-
pany, and the drama center execu-
tives as well as classrooms and 
costume rooms. 
By Popular Demand 
Anyone affiliated with Harvard 
in some capacity can direct at the 
Loeb. To direct on the main stage, 
the applicant must have directed 
two plays at Harvard previously -
either on the experimental stage, in 
one of the houses, or in another 
Harvard theater. The applications 
for the main stage go to the Har-
vard Dramatic Board, a self-per-
petuating five-member group. 
Each year, by popular demand, 
Daniel Seltzer and Robert Chap-
man, associate professors of Eng-
lish, dirP.Ct a play on the main 
stage. The remaining slots, eight 
next year, arc then opened to ap-
plicants. 
Drama. Courses 
Use of the experimental stage is 
less difficult to obtain. Each ex-
perimental production is given a 
budget of $40, excluding royalties. 
Flats suspcnd0d from a grid arc 
already available for sets, a11d any 
additional sets, as well as costumes, 
must come Crom the budget. 
In addition td the independent 
dramatic work at the Loeb, Har-
vard offers a limited number of 
drama courses at the center. These 
include a freshman acting seminar 
and Humanities 105, an experi-
mental course that is new this 
term. This course, taught by Mr. 
Seltzer, is an introduction to the 
Continued 011 page tc11 
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~ Wants to know how the fashion business works 
FOR THIS WOMAN ... 
Peck & Peck announces a "BE IN" with 
Carol Larsen Director of Public Relations 
Peck & Peck, at the Sidewalk Cafe Shop, 
5?0 Boylston St., Boston. 
THURSDAY, MAY 11 at 5:30 
If you want to BE IN -
phone: 536-1376, Peck & Peck 
(Refreshments will be served) 
~ ~ 
~ ~ ~ ;~ 
. ~•·: .. M 
.. ~-,,.. · '-;, ' ~  ~ ..... 
Page Nine 
Memorial Hall stands as a gargoyle-laden tribute to Harvard men who 
died in the Civil War. p/101'0 hy Gale Munson .68 
early ninetN'nth century. Dante is mov<'d to provide the best use of 
coupled with Chaucer from the the land, establishing recreation 
Class of rn..i-i gift of a window; the areas, sheltered public transporta-
Class of 185-l chose to honor Soph- tion, and better traffic control. 
oclcs and Shakespeare in their gift. The question remains moral, as 
Should It Stay? do the inscriptions imprinted on the 
PrC'SC'nt oflicials through the walls of Mcm Hall. The building 
Camlwidg0 RNIC'vC'lopment Com- may be "ugly," but it docs bear on 
mittec hm·e ass0rtecl that it is the its walls and its windows a part of 
right of the public to have a rcas- Cambridge and Harvard that 
onablc use of land consistent with should remain as reminder of the 
its location and value. They argue· history living in a rapidly develop-





AEGIS T ~" Rf" D 
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A M 0 N [) R • N G ., 
~ •.ey 11 ke tne smart •. tyling and 
rr. e auoronteed oer f eel center 
f' •or;ona . a ori ' 1ant aem 
of fine co lor o no moa~rn 
r .. 1 : '1e name, k:P.eosoke 
n you r ri ng a~sures 1 ifet1fT'e 
•ct1sfoct1cn Select vours at 
your Keepsake ) Pwe ier s store 
~e·s 1n :he ve '. lr N ooges Jnaer 
• I ' 
_ewe1ers. 
""cu l'JtOM llOO . 10 ssooo. 9111HGS lN\.1UIGl O 10 SHOW G[ AUTY 0, 
DllAIL. ~ UADl· MAllll: ltll'O. A. 14. PONO (010.t.N'r , I NC. , CSTAILISHlD IHI. 
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING 
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage-
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder. both for 
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book. 
Nam•~~-------------------~~ 
Address, _____________________ _ 
CitY-----------------------
S&ate ip ________ _ 
L:~·:.s~ ~M~O~l~,~X~, SYR~USE, N~. ~20~ 
Page Ten 
Brattle Offers Bogey, Buttons 
by Barbara Sclrlain '69 
The white barn with the red roof 
and red shutters at 40 Brattle St. 
is one of Cambridge's most famous 
institutions. Officially designated as 
the Brattle Theatre, and more com-
monly called "The Brattle," it 
shows many of the best films to 
hit the Hub. It also houses a cof-
feehouse and a shop filled with in-
dividualist gadgetry to please the 
heart of the most fastidious brows-
er. 
The renowned Bogart festival is 
held at the Brattle during Har-
vard's pre-exam reading periods. 
While the Beatles occasionally ap-
pear, the works of Bergman, Fel-
lini, Antonioni, and Godard are 
much more frequent features. This 
year the Brattle established a Bel-
mondo festival, which already 
shows strong possibilities of vying 
with the Bogey festival in popuar-
ity. 
Coffee and Company 
The Blue Parrot, one of Cam-
bridge's most popular coffeehouses, 
is downstairs at the Bratt!e. The 
Parrot is fairly predictable, both in 
culinary offerings and in clientele. 
True is also downstairs, and it is 
quite indescribable. It includes, for 
for the nearness of you 
, @ 5Jidd/i;. 
You're sure of your~elf when you have 
Bideue. Here is a soft, safe cloth, pre-
moistencd with soothinl! lotion, that 
cleans and refreshes ... swiftly banishes 
~dor and dbcomforl. 
Use Hi<lelle for int nnate cleanliness 
at work. at bedtime. during menstrua-
tion, while tra\'l: linµ , or whenever 
weather st re's or aetivit ' ' creates the 
need for rea,•11ranc1•. 
Ask for indhidunlly foil-wrapped. 
clispo,ahlc Bidcuc in thi: new easy-to· 
open fan folded t<>wflt•lles ... at your 
drugstore in one do1.en and economy 
packages. For lovely r<'-rillablt· Purse-
Pack with 3 Bidell,~ and literature, 
send 25~ with coupon. 
lflith Bideue in 
your purse, you. need 
ntt:~r br in doubt! 
r - --------- -, 
I ~~;~.·~ .~;~~tO~d~:;• 2~0~ I I C.P.O. New York, N. Y. 10001 I 
I I ('nclo:Je 2sc lo co\·er postage I I at1d hnndling. Send Bidette I 
( Pune ·Pack:, samples o.nd litenture. I 
1 Nam I 
I Addrm I 
I Ci1V ___ s 1a1e....___Zip Cod<- I I . I 
Collt,•·- ---------L-------------~ 
lack of more specific terms, a 
clothing store, a candy and candle 
shop, and a poster gallery. In ad-
dition, there is an infinite variety 
of the kookiest, most useless odds-
and-ends ever to feather the bed 
of an artisan. 
Mlnl-Spangles 
Red or green-spangled mm1-
skirts highlight the apparel se-
lections in True. Felt Op and Coca-
Cola Pop earrings and a collection 
of unbelievable neckties are as-
sembled for the clothing connois-
seur. 
The candy shop features such 
staples as nonpareils and rock 
candy, as well as some more exotic 
penny candy, including black cur-
rant eclairs, gingerbread candy, 
cherry nougat, and something 
called ginger jongs. For those who 
like to make choices, there are 34 
varieties of candied sticks. 
Second Childhood'? 
But by far the most captivating 
merchandise is the collection of 
"trues," which gives the store equa l 
drawing power in the fields of Op 
and Pop Art and Second Childhood. 
Best known for its "Button Scan-
dal" earlier this year, True has 
now removed the object ional items, 
still leaving a va riety of political, 
sa tiric, and campy merchandise. 
F or the price of "25 cents plus one 
penny,'' one can tell the world, 
"God is alive - he just doesn't 
want to get involved,'' "Draft Beer, 
Not Students," "Stamp Out Real-
ity," "Kill a Commie for Christ ,': 
or such relics of Middle Earth as 
"Frodo Lives" or "Go-Go Gandalf" 
in Elvish. 
'Adult Games• 
The buttons are just the begin-
ning, however. Toys and "adult 
games" include yo-yos, circular jig-
saws, ouija boards, and Monopoly 
in six languages, including pound-
stcrling English. There are Pop 
Art puzzles, glassware bearing a 
striking resemblance to laboratory 
beakers, soaps scented with lime, 
tomato, magnolia, or strawberries-
and-cream. Mouthwashes come in 
whiskey, gin, or bourbon flavors. 
There is also Op Art gift wrap, 
strawberry preserves, incense, pick-
up sticks, matches, hot plates, and 
everything in between, all suitably 
designed. 
Channel 2 camertts tottt 
the special exhibition at 





MAY 12 at 9:30 
repeated 
SUNDAY 
May 14 at 4:30 
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Larsen Hall is the new home of Harvard'• Graduate S ehool of Education, located on the Appian Way. Critics 
have called the red-brick edifice a fortress; those who work there enjoy it. 
Loeb Gives ... 
Continued from page nine 
practice of drama. The students 
are producing three plays, includ-
ing 1\leasure for Measure by 
Shakespeare, A Dream Play by 
Strindberg on the experimental 
s tage, and Shakespeare's A Mid-
summer Night's Dream on the 
main stage. 
The Loeb, with its variety of mod-
ern technical devices, provides the 
Harvard community with an oppor-
tunity to experiment with both 
new dramatic and production 






Hill and Dale, Ltd 
87 Clentral §treet 
Wellesley, MalS. 
286-8696 
UNIVERSITY of M A I N E 
SUMMER SESSIONS 
A 12 WEEKS SESSION - JUNE 19- to SEPT. 8 
4 THREE-WEEK, 3 SIX-WEEK SESSIONS 
REGULAR 6 WEEK SESSION JULY 10-AUG. 18 
Enjoy Maine while earning degree credits. Graduate 
and undergraduate courses at Orono and Portland. 
Outstanding faculty, visiting lecturers. Confl?rences, 
institutes, workshops, tours. Arts Festival and play-
house. Modern dormitory accommodations. Centrally 
located to lakes, mountains, seashore. 
For detailed information write: 
DIRECTOR OF SUMMER SESSIONS 
MAKE VACATIONLAND YOUR VOCATIONLAND . 
photo by Diane Edwards '70 
Passport Photos plus Photos For 
Applications, Licenses, etc. 
Oustom Photo Frames 
BUBERTS 
8S Central Street 
"A truly adult love story!" 




$679 (all inclusive) 
Departing: June 10, i967 
Returning: July 1, 1967 
I invite you to share with me 
the romance, thrill, adventure, 
and grandeur of a COLLEGI-
ATE EUROPEAN HOLIDAY. 
Specially chosen English-speak-
ing guides will accompany us 
through Switzerland, France, 
Englan d, Monaco, Italy, Yugo-
slavia, Austria, and Germany. 
For three ecitinxg weeks you 
can trap the ever changing 
charms of Europe on your own 
memory tape as you become ac-
quainted with new cities, new 
cultures, new and exciting peo-
ple. Come with us and I will 
show you the Europe you have 
dreamed of enjoying and can 
now appreciate. 
For brochure and information 
contact: 
THOMAS BROWNELL 
Ohio Wesleyan University 
35 Williams Drive, Delaware, 
Ohio 
• 
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Resident Couples Arld Rapport To System 
SALE by Kristin Elliott "61 Mr. John F. Loud, instructor in 
Russian literature at Wellesley, is 
one-half of the resident couple 
living in Cabot Hall at Radcliffe 
College. By combining teaching 
one course a term at Wellesley 
and working toward his doctoral 
degree at Harvard, Mr. Loud ser-
ves academic and financial de-
mands simultaneously. 
Practical Base 
"Radcliffe, as compared to the 
graduate woman's dorm my wife 
and I lived in previously, has more 
clerical demands because of social 
regulations,'' Mr. Loud pointed 
out. Yet legislation is not very 
limiting, stipulating only that the 
wife be present in the dorm in the 
morning. Harvard prefers that its 
couples, all of whom have children, 
be "settled" in their marriages; 
all couples who are hired have been 
married no less than one year. A 
$1400 stipend on top of meals and 
cJeaning is further incentive to 
young student families. 
Mr. and Mrs. Loud's apartment 
Is the most public of all Radcliffe's 
arrangements, for the maln corri-
dor of the dorm runs through their 
rooms. In terms of privacy, then, 
they have the least attractive phy-
sical layout. Other Radcliffe dorms 
that have reconverted public rooms 
on the main floor have made 
more unified apartments. As far 
as the Louds are concerned, and 
Mr. Loud felt he spoke for other 
student resident couples, no couple 
escapes a degree of being on public 
"display." Before applying for the 
position, they knew complete pri-
vacy would be an impossibility. 
Vhance for Contact 
According to Mr. Loud, "sustain-
ed, large blocks of time are vir-
tually impossible,'' despite the 
small library-room the college pro-
vides in the dorm. This drawback 
is expected, for the husband's role 
is primarily to meet and talk with 
as many girls as possible. Oppor· 
tunities for casual encounters arise 
through cafeteria-style meals and 
through the children. 
The girls love playing with and 
babysitting for the children; they 
enjoy the atmosphere of the family 
"above all else," declared Mr. Loud. 
The problem of spoiling the child· 
ren is a myth, for it is solved when 
Orpnlzatloa Offlcen 
for '87·'68 Oholr 
President - Carolyn T. 
Wilson '68 
Business Manager - Susan 
Bradley '68 
Publicity chairman - Kathy 
Smith '69 
Secretary - Dectora Coe '69 
Jr. librarian - Susan 
Wickenden '69 
Soph. librarians - Wendy D. 
Nelson and Suki Penson '70 
Choristers - L£sa Dunkle, 
Nancy Schuman, Judy Law· 
rence, and Martha Heisel '68 
Peace Corps Deadline 
Mon., May 15, is the deadline 
for persons applying to Peace 
Corps programs that begin 
training this summer. 
Applicants should send com· 
pleted questionnaires - obtain-
able from the Peace Corps liai· 
son on campus or at most Post 
Offices - to Office of Selection, 




A program of three new string 
quartets by John Crawford and 
Hubert Lamb, of the Wellesley 
music department, and Randall 
Thompson, formerly a member 
of the Wellesley faculty, will be 
performed by the Brandeis Uni-
versity StriD.g Quartet on Sun., 
May '7, at 8:80 p.m. In Jewett. 
The concert Is being presented 
through the generOtllty of a Wei· 
lealey alUDUla, and her husband, 
Mr. and Mn. Baroid F . Belndel. 
the children's own interests expand 
at the nursery school level. Mr. 
Loud found his own children's lives 
normalized by their entrance into 
school. 
Image of Importance 
Surprisingly enough, the resident 
couple's role, or image, is its most 
important function. This assump-
tion sounds paradoxical; yet Mr. 
Loud maintained that as its "pre-
sence as an ideal family" the cou-
ple most satisfies the girls' de· 
mands. The Radcliffe students en-
joy daily, casual encounters with 
a young, academic, healthy family. 
If it is advice the girls want, 
"I think they prefer a father image 
to a mother, anyway,'' declared Mr. 
Loud. A man is always more sym· 
pathetic and lenient in dealing with 
their problems. More serious pro-
blems, or psychologically disturbed 
girls would seek other channels 
than either that of the resident 
couple or housemother, he felt. 
Mutual Benefits 
In the final analysis, the resident 
couple system serves both the girls' 
interests and the couple's through 
the "compatibility of the arrange-
ment," Mr. Loud said. The "multi· 
pllcity of interests between girls 
and the young graduate couple" 
also creates a meaningful com-
munication, primarily intellectual. 
"With two young people, there is 
twice as much activity and rapport 
with the girls," he asserted. 
The advantages for the school as 
well as for the couple outweigh 
such disadvantages as lack of pri-
vacy on the couples' part or rapid 
tum-over of resident couples on 
the administration's part. The pro-
blem of "vested authority" created 
by one person remaining in a dorm 
for years disappears; students cou-
ples normally remain four years at 
maximum. Thus, the resident sys-
tem attains what is should be striv-
ing for-"flexibility," Mr. Loud 
concluded. 
PRINT SALE 
The Ferdinand Roten Galleries 
of Baltimore will conduct an 
exhibition and sale of original 
prints, etchings, woodcuts, and 
lithograph, et.-, on Thurs., May 
11, in the Jewett art library. 
This is a one-day sale by the 
same gallery that holds the 
Christmas print sale In Decem-
ber. 
FRIDAY, MAY 6 
SATURDAY, MAY 7 
EXTRAORDINARY BARGAINS 
Prints, Art Books 




!How to spot and get rid of) 
Fluorescent fade-out.----------=\-
That's from bemg cooped up all winter. 
Whot you need for that sallow pollor 
is some sunshine Vitamin D. There's a 
whole lot ol 1t available at Sunset 
Beach in Acapulco. 
The good books. 
They have the possibility of being 
good symptoms. That's if you 
seek summer scholastics. Say in 
Mexico City. Or Acapulco. 
College fatigues. 
That's the uniform you wore all semester. 
Get rid of those o.d.'s (olive drabs). 
Break out the white levis. And throw on 
a colorful Mexican serape. 
Pallid peepers. 
There's no sparkle in those boby-blue 
eyes. It's been knocked out by all those 
exams. Get thot vitality back. See what 
good is still left in the world Go to 
Expo 67, Montreal. 
~-"t-- Lip lingo. 
They're letters from good buddies 
away for the summer. The best 
way to avoid them is not to be 
there when they arrive. Be in 
Puerto Rico instead. 
.. 
Racquet squad. 
That's the tennis team 1n your 
neighborhood during the summer. 
You'd find snorkel ing or scuba diving 
in the Bahamas would make playing 
tennis seem like last summer's 
bad sport. 
BLT Down. 
That's all you've known summer 
ofter summer. A change of palate 
would do you good. In Bermuda a 
few savory morsels of Hopping John 
with a sauce of Paw-Paw Montespan 
usually does the trick. 
EASIEFIN 
We want everyone to fly 
Note: If symptoms get worse, see your travel agent or call Eastern. 
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The Reader Writes More Faculty Express Concern .. -
Continued from page two 
that even conscientious people do 
less where pressures are least, 
particularly if work in other cour-
ses is demanding. If work of con-
siderably decreased quality were 
permitted in one third of anyone's 
courses, the quality of the degree 
would be bound to suffer ... And 
when there are so few institutions 
of the caliber of Wellesley, at 
which the serious student can re-
ceive rigorous training to do de-
manding work at high levels of 
competence, it seems a pity for 
these serious students and for the 
future of the institution to do any-
thing to seriously lower the quality 
of the education here. 
Many of the faculty seem to sup-
port pass-fail proposals because 
they would lighten the work loads 
of the students. If course load re-
ductions are necessary, then teach-
ers should take the initiative for 
careful reconsideration and recon-
struction of course requirements 
and the number of courses requir-
ed. This is likely to be less harmful 
to the quality of the degree than 
the pass-fail system currently un-
der consideration. 
A severely limited pass-fail, done 
for four units of one's college car-
eer perhaps, and done with the 
understanding that the student be 
responsible for all work in her 
pass-fail course, might allow peo-
ple to explore In choice of courses 
they are evidently afraid to choose 
now, without sanctioning possible 
poor work on a large scale. This 
proposal is unlikely to lead to 
lessened course work, which seems 
the responsibility of course teach-
ers, or to make Wellesley a com-
munity devoted to learning, which 
seems more a function of the cali-
ber of teaching and learning and 
of a more limited and better in-
tegrated system of course require-
ments. 
Sincerely yours, 
Carolyn Hope Magid '67 
Place for Pass-Fail 
To the editor: 
Now, while reflecting in (rela-
tive) tranquility on the heat-gen-
erating pass-fail battle, it strikes 
me as surprising that little has 
been said in this connection about 
the lecture courses. There seem to 
me to be many excellent reasons 
for designating them pass-fail 
courses and no good reasons for 
not so designating them; i.e. no 
good reasons for not making them 
automatic pass or fail . . . why 
not try that next year, and get 
to work diagnosing fundamental 
Issues concerning the curriculum 
and life at Wellesley? 
Ingrid Stadler 
assistant professor of 
philosophy 
Grass Rooter 
Letter to the Editor: to Jane, Bar-
bara, Ann, and Mary 
Yes, the cities are breeding 
grounds of sin and corruption. Yes, 
room inspection is a necessary de-
light. Yes, we have no bananas. 
But, no, marajuana is not harmful, 
nor does it lead to heroin addic-
tion. 
I know because I am not a hero-
in addict. 
Take two examples. There is a 
weak young man, so weak (he 
feels) that he can't try proving 
his masculinity, so he tries dis-
proving his impotence by dealing 
with shady pot-peddlers and tak-
ing the stuff more times eyery day 
than you walk from Green to 
Founders (or vice versa). He 
smokes it all the time, and devises 
all kinds of ingenious variations in 
Mark Stevens 
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method. He is dependent, but if pot 
were a lap dog or a warm blanket 
he would be just as dependent. In 
fact he depends on these, too. But 
he is dependent for security, and 
big time drugs promise anything 
but security. Will he be a heroine 
addict? 
There is a smart, good looking 
girl who's new, dashing boy friend 
offers ber pot. Nervously, she ac-
cepts. She has a lousy trip. Shivers. 
headache, fear. She quits. She 
didn't like the guy that much any-
way, certainly if pot is the only 
way to him ... she can leave him 
alone. She decides against mari-
juana, and never tries it again. Is 
she on her way to addiction? 
To quote you Special Report for 
Special Report: Dr. Willard T. 
Grimreminder of Intimidation, 
Mass. states in his special report on 
venereal disease among teen-agers: 
"We have found that in virtually 
every case of VD among teens, the 
subject is known to have learned 
to walk at between the ages of ~ 
months and one year. Some even 
earlier. This astouding correla-
tion indicates what can only be 
called a "universal sequence" ... 
But I do not put a great deal of 
faith in "research" based on se-
condary sources. If I wanted to 
know for sure, I would have to try 
walking. 
Why don't you spend you time 
doing necessary good works, like 
finding some bananas? 
A Senior, Name Withheld 
Pot ·Pourri 
To the editor: 
I should like to commend you 
on your editorial of 27 April and 
the stand which News has taken 
toward the legalization of mari-
juana. This is an important social 
issue, and all available channels 
should be used to emphasize to 
the American public the danger 
and hypocrisy of an irrationally 
prohibitive law. 
I have several points of dis-
sagreement with those who sup-
ported in News the existing laws. 
Their opposing article states: 
"Those who wish to change the 
narcotics la\·.'S do not seem to have 
widely based support." Although 
we have no way of knowing what 
the support really is until the issue 
is brought into the open, a Jack of 
support, if such is the case, is most 
likely occassioned by ignorance on 
the part of the general public and 
the frequency with which reporters 
perpetuate the myth that mari-
juana belongs in the same class 
with addictive narcotics like heroin 
and cocaine and therefore should 
be treated with equal repugnance. 
I cannot accept as a valid argu-
ment the study which this article 
cited, stating that "almost all 
(heroin-users) had smoked mari-
juana prior to trying heroin." It is 
a fairly elementary principle of 
logic that just because all heroin-
users have smoked marijuana 
there is no reason to asume that 
If the weathf'r is 
ni<'e and you're 
plannini:- a plenic, 
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all marijuana-smokers are likely 
to turn to heroin. One could as 
well spend one's time proving that 
all heroin-users had a history of 
watching television (which, by the 
way. definitc.>ly "affects conscious-
ness," "causes a distortion of real-
ity," and "may lead to emotional 
dependence," if you really want to 
get ugly ·about it. Or, how about 
falling in lo\'e, which has also been 
known to cause the aforemention-
ed "social and personal ills"? Shall 
we legislate against it also" 
The problem lies with the lack 
of information behind the blanket 
grouping e\•idenced in the "Signed 
Column" when its authors suggest 
that the pr<>sent legislation was 
designed "to cope with the destruc-
tive problem of drugs"-"drugs," 
all of them - as though they were 
all alike. People should be made 
to realize that "real drug addicts" 
arc in general people with serious 
emotional problems, of which ad-
diction to hard narcotics is a physi-
cal manifestation. If one is sincere-
ly interested in curing the drug 
problem, he could work for provi-
ding the necessary personal care 
for rehabilitation the addicate<I, as 
well as preventive measures in the 
form on long-range programs 
which attack the social problems 
that encourage an C'motional state 
desperate enough to bring people 
to use the kind of drugs which arc 
addictive. 
Continued from page one 
search, publication, degrees and 
teaching ability. 
Against SelfiessneSli 
What most of the faculty seem-
ed to be objecting to in different 
words was that promotion is at 
least partially based on adherence 
to a philosophy of selflessness. One 
felt that expecting selfless service 
of the faculty (a .. give not get" 
philosophy! is hypocritical and un-
realistic, that there is no reason 
that a faculty member should not 
be rewarded for his work. Further-
more, this same professor saw no 
reason why a department cannot 
have a preferential salary scale to 
reward those it considers more 
valuable, and thus induce them to 
stay at Wellesley when they are 
offered attractive jobs elsewhere. 
One saw the unquestioning devo-
tion required of faculty members 
to Wellesley as fostering a kind of 
"master-slave relationship." 
The loyalty demanded by such 
a relationship was seen to be one 
of the prerequisites for tenure. 
This faculty ml'mber felt that 
knowing this imposed a real bur-
den on a faculty member seeking 
tenure, in that he must restrict 
himself fmm speaking freely be-
fore tenured members of his de-
partment in such places as Aca-
1lemic Council lest he create an un-
favorable impression. 
Another faculty member inter-
viewed felt that committee work 
and office hours for students 
(without appointments) constitute 
exorbitant claims on the faculty 
member's time. "A system of re-
wards is set up for the person 
who faithfully burdens himself 
with administrative trivia, with 
things that the College should have 
paid staff to take care of," another 
continued. 
Changes Opposed 
Finally several of the faculty in-
terviewed were distressed by the 
difficulty in effecting curricular 
changes. One remarked that there 
was a "great built-in propensity 
against changing courses." He 
found a dangerous lag in introduc-
ing new courses on current topics 
such as urban affairs; "This lack 
of change Is disturbing; it shows 
the reluctance of departments to 
take in new kinds of things." 
Equally serious, he felt, is a re-
fusal to yield to clearly increasing 
student demands to study in cer-
tain areas scarcely covered now. 
Several faculty members pointed 
out that as long as there is a set 
number of courses in each depart-
ment, they will be unable to ex-
pand to student interest because 
the introduction of anything new 
requires that an old course be dis-
continued. 
Nor have departments suc)l as 
the Greek and Latin departments 
been allowed to merge, even ' with 
the approval of the faculty mem-
bers involved. A few of those in-
terviewed saw the value of combin-
ing the language departments, to 
facilitate the teaching of compara-
tive literature courses as weli as 
to provide a check on the power of 
tenured members within tiny de-
partments. 
Issac Singer To Speak On His Works 
Which Draw From Jewish Folk Tales 
How docs a writer feel when al- has since workro as a staff writer 
most all his works arc read in for the Jrwish Dally Forward, a 
Yiddish newspaper. translation? Issac Bachcvis Singer 
will talk about his books, which 
Marijuana, however, is a stimul-
ant which observation has indicat-
ed involves even frwer physical 
and emotional dangers than alco-
hol, which certainly seems to have 
been well institutionalized as an 
acceptable clement in our society. 
It is time that we realized that 
there is no possible excuse for ex-
cluding one while we permit the 
other. If, on the other hand, facing 
the facts of the use of a mild and 
essentially harmless stimulant con-
tinues to cause such fright, those 
of us who object might turn our 
interest to "coping with the des- he writes in Yiddish, but helps 
tructive problems of" a society translate into English. Sponsored 
which creates a need for such a hy the English department, the Jec-
"degenerating crutch," if this is turc will be given Tues., May 9 
His newly published works have 
met with critical success. Zlateh 
the Goat and Othf'r Storie8 is a 
children's book of Jewish folk lore, 
while In my Fathf'r's Court is an 
autobiography that describes his 
t'xpcriences in Warsaw. what we choose to term it. at 8:00 p.m. in Pendleton. 
Respectfully, 
Susan McRae '67 
Many Thanks 
To the editor: 
Some kind but unseen person re-
turned my Kanga to the porch of 
East Lodge on Sunday. We were 
very glad to see him again because 
he had been lost for almost a week 
and we had hunted high and low to 
find him. 
I wanted to say thank you to the 
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Mr. Singer's pessimistic yet my-
stical stories are concerned with 
the relation between God's inhum-
anity to man and man's cruelty 
to his fellow man. These exotic 
talcs with their imps and demons, 
and with their genre scenes, ha\"(' 
become increasingly more 1x1pular. 
The Raconteur 
B0rn in Poland in 1904, Mr. Sin-
ger Jived in the Warsaw ghettos 
from 1920 to 1930. In 1935 he 
came to the United States and 
Pot Shot Falls Short 
In last week's editorial, "Pot 
Shot at the Law," it was errone-
ously asserted that "marijuana 
docs endanger physical health." 
The statement should have read, 
"marijuana does not endanger 
physical health." 
Ac.idem)' Awo.rd Winne• 
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